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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Duke Power, a division of Duke Energy Corporation, Nantahala Area (Duke or DPNA), formerly 
known as Nantahala Power & Light (NP&L), with headquarters in Franklin, N.C. provides 
electric service to customers in the western North Carolina counties of Clay, Cherokee, Graham, 
Jackson, Macon and Swain.  DPNA provides all of its power from its 11 hydroelectric stations 
and 13 reservoirs to help meet the needs of its 60,000+ customers in the DPNA service area. 
Electric demand has grown over the years such that the DPNA hydro stations supply only about 
40% of the annual power needs for DPNA customers, with the remainder being purchased at a 
higher cost from Duke Power’s other generating assets in the Carolinas.   
 
The operation of these hydropower projects has provided an affordable and dependable supply of 
electrical power to a growing population in western North Carolina since 1929.  These projects 
were built and began operations 50 to 80 years ago, well before modern regulatory requirements 
were in place.  While providing much needed power to a growing customer base, these same 
hydroelectric facilities have also resulted in reduced flows and fluctuating flows of river reaches 
downstream from dams and fluctuating reservoir levels. This can result in a variety of impacts to 
water related natural resources.  
 
DPNA operates these hydroelectric projects under licenses from the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC).  These licenses expire in 2005 and 2006, except for the Queens Creek 
Project (FERC Project # 2694) which received a subsequent, 30-yr license in March, 2002. The 
process to obtain new licenses for these facilities officially began in 1999 with NP&L’s release 
of the First Stage Consultation Package.   
 
 
 
TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
 
The relicensing of these facilities will have a significant impact on the future health of these 
important freshwater ecosystems as well as on the lives of the people and communities who 
utilize or live adjacent to these water resources.  Although licenses for these projects were issued 
in the 1980's, they involved only limited review by resource management agencies.  In pursuit of 
its new licenses DPNA has opted to pursue a modified Traditional Licensing Process (TLP) to 
gather meaningful and significant input from a broad spectrum of stakeholders on project 
operations and resource protection and enhancement.  In late 2000, in an effort to identify issues 
and stakeholder interests in the East Fork, West Fork, and Tuckasegee watersheds, DPNA 
assembled the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team (hereafter referred to as TCST or 
“team”).  The TCST consists of stakeholders who represent various interests and uses of the 
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waters and related natural resources of the Tuckasegee River Basin upstream of Bryson City.  
Included on the TCST are representatives of state and federal resource agencies, local 
governments, adjacent landowners, resource users, water dependent business, basin-wide 
conservation organizations, Duke Power and others.  Although not proposed as a formal part of 
DPNA’s enhanced TLP, the formation and work of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder 
Team is supported by DPNA and Duke Power. 
 
A formal charter that was drafted and approved by TCST members governed the TCST (see 
Appendix A).  The charter specified the purpose and scope of the TCST, responsibilities of 
members and facilitators, decision processes, and how the group would interact with the public 
and the media. 
 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the TCST was to identify issues and interests related to the East Fork, West Fork, 
and Dillsboro Projects and their operations, and, using information derived from relicensing 
studies and other sources, develop a consensus agreement.  The consensus agreement is a set of 
recommendations for the new project licenses that provide enhancement of the Tuckasegee 
River, its tributaries, and the related natural resources of the basin affected by DPNA’s 
hydroelectric project. Team members who agreed to the provisions of the consensus agreement 
will continue working together to create a settlement agreement for submittal with DPNA’s 
license application.   
 
 
Scope 
The TCST’s work was related to the licensing process for three of DPNA’s hydropower projects 
(West Fork (FERC Project #2686), East Fork (FERC Project #2698), and Dillsboro (FERC 
Project #2602)), which include seven reservoirs and six powerhouses located in the Tuckasegee 
River Basin of North Carolina, upstream of the U.S. Highway 441/23 Bridge in Dillsboro in 
Jackson County.  The area of concern for the TCST was the East Fork and West Fork of the 
Tuckasegee River (including Wolf Creek and Tanassee Creek) and the main stem of the 
Tuckasegee River downstream to Bryson City, not including tributaries unless they are affected 
by operations of the projects on the East and West Forks.  A similar stakeholder team was 
organized to address issues related to DPNA’s projects on the Nantahala River.  In cases where 
issues overlapped between the two project watersheds the TCST, together with the Nantahala 
Cooperative Stakeholder Team, made recommendations that affect both basins. 
 
 
Stakeholder Groups and Participants 
The team consisted of a broad range of stakeholders who represent various interests and uses of 
the waters and related natural resources of the Tuckasegee River Basin upstream of Bryson City. 
Each team member had the option to select an alternate of his/her choosing to substitute for the 
member if needed.   Alternates were encouraged to attend TCST meetings along with the team 
member, and were to be fully briefed before attending any meetings as the sole representative.  
For organizational purposes each team member and alternate have been assigned to a primary 
interest category described below.   The participant roster is contained in Appendix B. 
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Adjoining Property Owner Interests 
This category included individual property owners with land adjacent to DPNA property.  
Interests of this group were varied but were primarily focused on lake levels, water quality, 
recreation facilities and access, and stream flows (peaking and recreation). All adjoining property 
owners on the TCST held property adjacent to the project reservoirs.  Although attempts were 
made to recruit stream-side property owners to the TCST, none were present as team members. 
However, downstream landowner interests were heard during public input sessions scheduled 
during the TCST meetings and some lakeside property owners defended downstream interests 
with respect to recreation releases in the bypassed reach on the West Fork. 
 
Basin-wide Conservation 
The interests of team members in this category were centered on resource protection, 
enhancement, and mitigation throughout the basin.  TCST representative organizations in this 
category were American Rivers, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River (WATR), and 
the Western North Carolina Alliance. 
 
Boating 
Boating, including powerboating on the reservoirs as well as kayaking, canoeing, rafting, and 
other paddling sports on streams and rivers, is a major recreational activity in the DPNA project 
area.  Boating interests were represented on the TCST by American Whitewater and the Carolina 
Canoe Club.  Both these organizations are focused on paddling interests, primarily on the 
mainstem and bypassed reaches downstream of the projects.  Powerboating and other lake 
boating interests were represented by lakeside property owners, and not a special interest group. 
 
Economic Development 
The important economic sectors of the DPNA region include tourism, retail/wholesale trade, 
utilities, and services.  The Director of Jackson County Planning and Economic Development 
represented a balance of these interests on the TCST.   
 
Federal Reservations 
The Nantahala National Forest lies adjacent to the project boundary with lands along the East 
Fork reservoirs and streams, Nantahala Lake and the Nantahala River.  US Forest Service 
representatives were active on the TCST, with interests in recreation access and facilities, 
wildlife habitat, and resource protection and enhancement. 
 
Fish and Wildlife 
The fish and wildlife interest category was centered on protection, restoration, and mitigation of 
terrestrial and aquatic wildlife and its habitat.  TCST representative organizations in this category 
consisted of the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the North Carolina Wildlife Resources 
Commission, and the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, a nongovernment organization. 
 
Fishing 
Representatives in the fishing interest category represented bank fishing and boat fishing in the 
reservoirs and streams in the project area.  The North Carolina Guides Association and Trout 
Unlimited had representatives on the TCST in this interest category. 
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General Local Government 
Several local governments could potentially be affected by relicensing decisions.  The TCST’s 
area of concern includes Jackson and Swain Counties, and several municipalities.  The TCST 
had representation from both Jackson and Swain county governments, as well as representatives 
from the towns of Sylva, Webster, and Dillsboro.  The Cherokee Reservation is downstream of 
the project boundary on the Tuckasegee River and is potentially affected by relicensing.  A 
representative of the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians was a member of the TCST. 
 
General Public Recreation 
A staff member of the North Carolina Division of Parks and Recreation represented general 
recreation interests of the project area.  These interests included recreational access such as trails 
and greenways, recreational facilities, and flow releases to support boating and fishing. 
 
Power Supply 
Power supply interests were represented by employees of Duke Power – Nantahala Area, and 
Duke Power.  DPNA and Duke Power interests included balancing resource protection and 
enhancement with power production and company sustainability.   Duke Power employees were 
present at every TCST meeting and staffed the Technical Leadership Teams and Shoreline 
Management Focus Group. 
 
Water-related Business 
Water related business were represented by an owner of a marina on Lake Glenville, a 
representative of the Tuckasegee Outfitters Association, and a private outfitting company.  
Interests in this category were centered on lake levels and stream flows that could support 
recreation activities in the region. 
 
Water Quality 
A staff member from the North Carolina Division of Water Quality represented water quality 
interests on the TCST.  This agency is the responsible agency for granting Section 401 
certifications. 
 
Water Quantity 
The primary interests in the water quantity category were minimum flows, recreation uses of 
waters, and water resource conservation and protection.  Minimum flows and recreation uses 
were represented by a staff member of the North Carolina Division of Water Resources, the lead 
agency on hydropower relicensing within the North Carolina Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources.  Local water resource conservation and protection interests were represented 
by a staff member of the Jackson County Soil and Water Conservation District. 
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Table 1. Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team Members, Alternates, and 
Organizations by Primary Interest Category. 
Primary Interest Category Organization Team Member Alternate 
Adjoining Property Owner Interests Cedar Cliff & Bear Creek Lakes Ken Dingler  

Fenley Forest Residents Jackie Cochrane  
Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell Phil Fowler 
Glenshore HOA Helen Cook  
Glenville Community Dev. Club Viola Bryson Phil Fowler 
Lake Glenville - Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams Coleen Gottloeb 
Wolf Lake Homeowners Mike Webb Joan Webb 

  
Basin-wide Conservation American Rivers David Sligh  

Watershed Association for the 
Tuckasegee River 

Dan Perlmutter David Wheeler 

 WNC Alliance Roger Turner Bill Lyons 
    
Boating American Whitewater Kevin Colburn Kevin Colburn 

Carolina Canoe Club Maurice Blackburn  
  

Economic Development Jackson Co. Planning & Econ Dev. Tamara Crisp  
  

Federal Reservations US Forest Service Donley Hill Ray Johns 
  

Fish & Wildlife NC Wildlife Federation Bill Kane  
NC Wildlife Resource Commission Chris Goudreau Scott Loftis 

 US Fish & Wildlife Mark Cantrell John Ellis 
  

Fishing NC Guides Association Kevin Howell Bill Sullivan 
Trout Unlimited Steve Yurkovich  

  
General Local Government Eastern Band Cherokee Indians Mike Bolt  
 Jackson County Ken Westmorland  

Swain County Dwight Wiggins  
Town of Dillsboro Jean Hartbarger  
Town of Sylva 
Town of Webster 

Brenda Oliver 
Susan Leveille 

 

   
General Public Recreation NC Div. of Parks Dwayne Stutzman 

 
Power Supply Duke Power - Nantahala Area John Wishon Fred Alexander 

Duke Power Jeff Lineberger Steve Johnson 
    
Water-related Business Dillsboro River Company Shane Williams Kim Williams 
 Signal Ridge Marina Bob Shuey Don Shuey 

Tuckasegee Outfitters Assoc. James R. Jackson Betsy Keller 
 

Water Quality NC Div. of Water Quality Kevin Barnett Callie Dobson 
 

Water Quantity Jackson Co. Soil & Water Cons. Bently Robison 
 NC Div. Of Water Resources Steve Reed Jim Mead 
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Team Structure 
The TCST met as a group to discuss issues, identify interests, present and deliberate proposals, 
and work toward consensus on final recommendations.  Full team meetings were convened 
nearly every month.  An attendance record is contained in Appendix C. 
 
Team members also met in smaller groups to discuss specific technical issues in greater detail, or 
issues that crosscut both the Tuckasegee and Nantahala watersheds.  These groups included 
Technical Leadership Teams (TLTs), the Shoreline Management Focus Group, and the 
Nantahala-Tuckasegee Combined Committee that consisted of representatives of both the 
Tuckasegee and Nantahala Cooperative Stakeholder Teams. 
 
The TLTs were formed to provide consultation and feedback on the technical scoping studies 
being performed by Duke Power and Duke Power consultants.  The TLTs met periodically while 
the studies progressed and after the studies were completed.  While the studies were in progress 
the TLTs assisted in developing study objectives, reviewed preliminary results, and advised on 
mid-course changes.  After the studies were completed a few of the TLTs met to prepare 
recommendations to the entire TCST for adoption and inclusion in the final consensus 
agreement.  The TLTs that prepared recommendations to the TCST were the Recreation Use and 
Needs TLT and the Fish and Instream Flow Survey TLT (also known as the Fish and Aquatics 
TLT).  The TLTs and their composition are listed in Appendix D. 
 
The Shoreline Management Focus Group was formed to incorporate a wider range of interests 
than was included in the Shoreline Management Plan TLT.  The focus group consisted of several 
representatives of adjacent landowner groups, the NC Wildlife Resources Commission, and the 
US Fish and Wildlife Service.  The purpose of the focus group was to provide intensive feedback 
and consultation on the development of the DPNA lake use restrictions, vegetation management 
requirements and the shoreline management guidelines. 
 
The Nantahala-Tuckasegee Combined Committee was formed in the last six months of the 
stakeholder process to address interests/issues shared by both the Tuckasegee and Nantahala 
teams.  Specifically, their mandate was to explore any new and/or more appropriate options for 
the respective projects, and review projects in a comprehensive fashion.  The committee’s work 
centered on the development of the emergency and maintenance protocols, and low flow 
protocols for the West Fork, East Fork, and Nantahala projects, and discussion of a potential 
resource enhancement fund to support mitigation projects across the entire project area.  
Members of the Combined Committee were: 

Kevin Barnett, NC Division of Water Quality (NCST & TCST) 
Mike Bolt*, Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians (NCST & TCST) 
Mark Cantrell, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (NCST & TCST) 
Kevin Colburn, American Whitewater (NCST & TCST) 
Jeff Duncan*, National Park Service (NCST & TCST) 
Tim Garrett, NRCS, Southwestern RC&D (NCST) 
Bob Gelder, Mountain Shadows HOA (NCST) 
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Chris Goudreau, N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission (NCST & TCST) 
Bob Hathcock, Nantahala Outdoor Center (NCST) 
Donley Hill, USDA Forest Service (NCST & TCST) 
Bill Kane, NC Wildlife Federation (NCST & TCST) 
Payson Kennedy, Nantahala River Outfitters (NCST) 
Jeff Lineberger, Duke Power (NCST & TCST) 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville (TCST) 
Bud Penland, Big Choga Community   (NCST) 
Steve Reed, Division of Water Resources-DENR (NCST & TCST) 
David Sligh*, American Rivers (NCST & TCST) 
Bob Wiggins, Carolina Canoe Club (NCST) 
John Wishon, Duke Power - Nantahala Area (NCST & TCST)  
Steve Yurkovich, Trout Unlimited (NCST & TCST) 

 
 (* Did not attend committee meetings) 
 
 
Facilitators 
The TCST was initially convened in September 2000 and facilitated as a practicum project by 
three participants in the Natural Resources Leadership Institute (NRLI), a multi-faceted 
instructional and community service program provided by North Carolina Cooperative Extension 
at NC State University. The NRLI participants were Steve Reed and Don Rayno, both of the 
North Carolina Division of Water Resources, and Michelle Suverkrubbe of Cary, NC.  The 
NRLI participants facilitated the first eight meetings of the TCST.  In October 2001 Steve 
Smutko and Mary Lou Addor, faculty of the Natural Resources Leadership Institute, and Rob 
Hawk, Community Development Agent with the NC Cooperative Extension Service assumed 
responsibility of providing facilitation services to the TCST under contract to DPNA.  The 
primary task of the facilitators was to guide the meetings to stay within the bounds set by the 
team’s charter. The responsibilities included managing the team's agenda, keeping written 
records of the meetings, helping the group stay on task and on process, protecting team members 
and their ideas from attack, and helping members reach consensus. The facilitators did not 
express their views on any substantive issues and were solely concerned with the process of the 
group. 
 
 
Decision Process 
The team operated by consensus and team decisions were made only with concurrence of all 
members represented at the meeting. Consensus is the decision rule that allows collaborative 
problem solving to work. The rule prevents the tyranny of the majority, allows building of trust 
and the sharing of information, especially under conditions of conflict. Consensus does not mean 
that everyone will be equally happy with the decision, but all do accept that the decision is the 
best that could be made at the time. 
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Consensus requires sharing of information, which leads to mutual education, which, in turn 
provides the basis for crafting workable and acceptable alternatives. Consensus promotes joint 
thinking of a diverse group and leads to creative solutions. Also, because parties participate in 
the deliberation, they understand the reasoning behind the recommendations and are willing to 
support them. 
 
In making decisions, each team member indicated his/her concurrence on a specific proposal 
using a five-point scale. The scale allowed team members to clearly communicate their 
intentions, assess the degree of agreement that exists, and register their dissatisfaction without 
holding up the rest of the Team. The five-point scale is as follows: 
 
 1 – Endorsement (i.e. Member likes it). 
 2 – Endorsement with Minor Point of Contention (i.e. Basically, member likes it). 
 3 – Agreement with Minor Reservations (i.e. Member can live with it).  

4 – Stand aside with major reservations 
a. Do not have sufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 
b. Formal disagreement, but will not block the proposal/provision 

5 – Block – Member will not support proposal, sign settlement agreement, or work with 
stakeholder process.  Blocking means that the member may work outside the stakeholder 
team process to meet his interests.  

 
Facilitators measured the team’s consensus on a given proposal by open polling of the team 
members present. Ratings were not considered from any alternates or interested parties present 
when determining the team’s level of consensus. The levels of consensus were: 
 

• Consensus - All Team members present rate the proposal as a 1, 2 or 3. 
• Consensus with Major Reservations – All Team members present rate the 

proposal as a 1, 2 or 3, except at least one Team member rates it as a 4. 
• No Consensus - Any Team member present rates the proposal as a 5. 

     
When measuring consensus for very important decisions (e.g. the Team’s final 
recommendations), the facilitators conducted a roll call allowing each Team member to rate the 
proposal in question one at a time and acknowledge the team member’s rating. 
 
 
Final Products 
The TCST’s final products include a Consensus Agreement and subsequent Settlement 
Agreement, described below. 
 
Consensus Agreement    
The Consensus Agreement is a set of concisely worded recommendations, arrived at through the 
team’s consensus decision-making process, which will provide enhancement of the Tuckasegee 
River, its tributaries affected by DPNA’s hydroelectric project, and the related natural resources 
of the basin.  The Consensus Agreement is attached to the License Application and is more fully 
discussed below. 
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Any team member that rates a provision on the Consensus Agreement as a 4 must specify their 
dissention in a written statement of 500 words or less for inclusion in the final written report if 
the member so chooses. Any team member that rates a recommendation as a 5 is also required to 
specify their dissention in a written statement of 500 words or less for inclusion in the final 
written report. 
 
 
Settlement Agreement  
The settlement agreement is the formal agreement that TCST members or their organization’s 
authorized representative will sign.  In the settlement agreement team members acknowledge 
their participation in the team’s activities, their concurrence that the other parts of the final 
written report are accurate and committing the organization that they represent to follow through 
on the terms of the settlement agreement. TCST members or their organization’s authorized 
representative who chose not to sign the settlement agreement will not be a party to the 
settlement agreement and therefore has no rights under it. 
 
 
Chronology 
 
The TCST was convened by Steve Reed, a member of the hydropower relicensing staff of the 
North Carolina Division of Water Resources during the summer of 2000.  The team held its 
initial meeting in September 26, 2000 and completed its task by signing a consensus agreement 
on May 16, 2003.  The team met on 28 occasions, almost monthly, between those two dates.  
The meetings started with an initial description of the issues and interests of the team members, 
establishment of ground rules and team charter, and development of long-term agendas, moved 
to a review of technical study results, then progressed to the development of proposals and trial 
balloons, clarification of criteria to evaluate proposals, and deliberation of proposals, and 
culminated in the establishment of draft consensus agreements, and the negotiation of a final 
consensus agreement.   The first eight team meetings were facilitated by Steve Reed and Don 
Rayno of NCDWR, and Michelle Suverkrubbe of Cary, NC.  Steve Smutko and Mary Lou 
Addor, faculty of the Natural Resources Leadership Institute, and Rob Hawk, Community 
Development Agent with NC the Cooperative Extension Service facilitated the meetings from 
October 2001 until May 2003.  The chronology of TCST meetings is given in more detail below. 
 
September 2000 – November 2000 
The early meetings were spent clarifying the team’s purpose and developing a charter to guide 
the team in achieving its objectives.  The team spent time defining and reaching agreement on its 
geographic scope and stakeholder makeup, and identifying issues and interests related to 
relicensing of DPNA facilities in the Tuckasegee basin.   
 
January 2001 – April 2001 
Three meetings were held during this period.  The focus of the meetings was continued 
generation and refinement of relicensing issues and interests and the establishment of a long-
term agenda.  The team also began reviewing methods and objectives of technical studies, and 
identifying information needs and sources. 
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June – August 2001 
Team members continued to hear presentations on technical studies.  The team also engaged in 
some team building activities – taking a raft trip down the Tuckasegee in June, and touring Lake 
Glenville by pontoon boat in August. 
 
October 2001– February 2002 
The focus of the three meetings between October and February was review and discussion of 
technical studies.  Preliminary results of some studies were available to the team by this time.  
 
March 2002 
March 2002 represented a turning point for the Tuckasegee Team.  DPNA staff had been 
developing their first trial balloon for presentation at this meeting which included possible 
removal of Dillsboro Dam.  This generated significant interest from people in the community 
and caused the TCST to have to reconsider stakeholder composition of the team as well as rules 
of engagement.  As a result of this meeting, new members were added and existing members 
who had not attended or stopped attending were dropped.  The first trial balloon was presented, 
evaluated and discussed.  This served as a point of departure for all future discussions. 
 
April – May 2002 
Spring 2002 saw the TCST revisiting the charter to deal with issues of working with the media, 
adding and removing members, and dealing with trial balloons.  Additional issues not included in 
the trail balloon were added to the list of issues to be considered by the team.  Additional 
proposals were presented by other team members and a long-term agenda was established.  
Tentative agreements were reached on trail balloon proposals related to cultural resources, public 
information, and lake levels. 
 
June – July 2002 
The TCST continued to refine its charter and adopted a final version in July.  The CHEOPS 
model was first introduced to the team and some preliminary scenarios were developed and run.  
Removal of the Dillsboro Dam was discussed but no agreement was reached.  Technical work 
teams were established to further refine CHEOPS scenario runs.  New proposals were presented 
to the team.  The issue of federal agency conditioning authority was discussed and evaluated 
with respect to the impacts of that authority on the team’s final product.  Federal agency staff 
assured the rest of the team that they would work toward a consensus agreement. 
 
August – October 2002 
The TCST timetable was adjusted to accommodate delays in two key studies – instream flow 
incremental methodology (IFIM), and recreation use and needs.  The deadline for a consensus 
agreement was extended from November 2002 to February 2003.  New proposals were added to 
the comprehensive list of proposals to be considered by the team and modeled by CHEOPS.  
Some final technical study results were presented.  The team developed criteria to evaluate 
proposals for water use and allocation, recreation facilities and access, and resource protection.  
These criteria were later used in evaluating CHEOPS runs. 
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November 2002 
The November meeting was spent reviewing technical studies.  Preliminary results of the 
recreation use and needs study were presented.  This information was used by the Recreation Use 
and Needs TLT to develop a comprehensive proposal on recreation facilities and access.  The 
deliberation timeline was extended one month to accommodate delays in the IFIM study.  
December meetings were canceled. 
 
February 2003 
The TCST started shifting toward final negotiations.  The Combined Committee was formed to 
consider issues spanning the Tuckasegee and Nantahala watersheds.  The Shoreline Management 
Focus Group presented its recommendations to the TCST for consideration and further 
discussion.  Discussions between Duke Power and Dillsboro residents on dam removal were 
reconvened.  The Recreation Use and Needs TLT presented a preliminary report and gathered 
input. 
 
March 2003 
Two meetings were held in March.  The Fish and Instream Flow Survey TLT reached agreement 
on minimum flows in the Tuckasegee mainstem and East Fork and West Fork bypassed reaches 
and presented their recommendations to the team.  The Recreation Use and Needs TLT presented 
its recommendations on recreation facilities and access.  DPNA presented its second 
comprehensive trail balloon for evaluation and deliberation.  Issues that captured most of the 
group’s attention were recreation flows in the West Fork bypass, recreation facilities and access, 
and shoreline classifications and lake use restrictions.  The Combined Committee continued to 
work on emergency and maintenance protocols and low inflow protocols for the Nantahala 
project.  They also considered a conceptual proposal for a resource conservation and 
enhancement fund. 
 
April 2003 
Three meetings were held in April.  Duke presented three successive drafts of a consensus 
agreement. General consensus was reached on most recreation facilities, mainstem flows, 
provision of public information, and cultural resources.  Lake levels were adjusted and finally 
agreed on.  A resource conservation and enhancement fund was discussed in detail.  Still 
unresolved were recreation flows in the West Fork bypass, shoreline classifications and lake use 
restrictions, some recreation facilities, minimum flows in bypassed reaches, and the status of a 
resource conservation and enhancement fund. 
 
May 2003 
The TCST met one more time before settling on a consensus agreement.  Discussions ensued and 
an agreement was reached by most members on the establishment of funds to mitigate for soil 
and water conservation enhancement, trout restoration, and riparian habitat enhancement.  
Agreement was reached among most team members on a final draft of the shoreline management 
plan, including new language on lake use restrictions.  Although no agreement could be reached 
on recreation flows on the West Fork bypass that would satisfy all parties, no members blocked 
the provision in the final agreement.  Some issues remained unresolved on the extent of funding 
for some recreation facilities and compensation for removal of Dillsboro Dam.  The team signed 
a consensus agreement on May 16, 2003.   
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CONSENSUS AGREEMENT 
 
The TCST worked to develop a comprehensive set of recommendations for the new license that 
addresses resource protection, enhancement, and mitigation measures commensurate with project 
impacts. The document developed out of this deliberation process is called the Consensus 
Agreement for the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team.   
 
The Consensus Agreement is comprehensive in scope and includes numerous provisions for 
resource management, protection and enhancement opportunities including: new recreation 
facilities and access areas, improvements in recreation and rule curve information, changes in 
lake levels and rule curves, minimum flows and bypass flows, angling and boating recreation 
flows, resource enhancement initiatives, shoreline management, sediment management, and 
cultural resource protection.  The complete Consensus Agreement is contained in Appendix E. 
 
In formulating the Consensus Agreement TCST members worked to develop specific proposals 
and broad, comprehensive “trail balloons” to address specific resource protection, enhancement, 
or mitigation issues.  Proposals and trial balloons were brought directly to the TCST by one or 
more stakeholders, or were brought to the team through a recommendation of a Technical 
Leadership Team (TLT) or focus group.  For example, the Fish and Aquatics TLT brought the 
minimum flow and bypass flow recommendations to the team, and the Recreation Use and 
Needs TLT proposed a series of recommendations on recreation facilities and access.  The lake 
use restrictions, shoreline vegetation management requirements, and the shoreline management 
guidelines were drafted by Duke Power with the assistance of a focus group of lakeshore 
property owners, wildlife specialists, and others.  In each case the recommendations were 
discussed and debated by the full team for final inclusion in the Consensus Agreement. 
 
Trial balloons, informal, preliminary proposals that attempted to comprehensively bring together 
recommendations to address the team’s issues and interests, were the primary tools used to 
fashion the Consensus Agreement. Duke Power representatives developed four successive drafts 
of a trail balloon that eventually led to the final Consensus Agreement.  Each draft incorporated 
proposals brought to the team by the TLTs and other team members, and proposals that Duke 
Power drafted that could potentially meet the interests of most of the other members as well as 
their own.  The individual proposals in the trail balloons later became provisions in the final 
Consensus Agreement.  
 
Each proposal/provision was discussed and deliberated in the full team for final inclusion in the 
Consensus Agreement.   The team attempted to reach a consensus on each provision using the 5-
point consensus scale defined earlier. According to the team charter, agreement was reached on 
any provision that all team members rated as a 1, 2, or 3 on the consensus scale.  Consensus at 
this level means that every team member endorsed the provision, endorsed it with a minor point 
of contention, or endorsed it with a minor reservation. The team could also be in consensus on 
any provision that a member rated as a 4 (4a or 4b).  This was considered “consensus with major 
reservations”.   Consensus was not reached on any provision that a member rated a 5 on the 
consensus scale.  During discussions of each draft of the Duke Power’s trial balloons the 
facilitators took informal polls to determine where members stood on each proposal.  If a 
member rated a proposal as a 4 or 5, the facilitators worked with the group to find a way to 
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change the proposal so that all members could at least endorse it with a minor reservation (3 on 
the consensus scale).   
 
Although the group worked diligently to develop proposals that met the interests of all 
stakeholders, consensus was not possible on all proposals.  Proposals in which a minority of 
team members rated as 4 or 5 went forward into the final consensus document and are more fully 
discussed in the following sections of this report.  Team members who have major reservations 
with one or more proposals (4 on the consensus scale) are required by the team charter to specify 
their reservations in statement of 500 words or less.  Team members who rated one or more 
proposals as a 5, meaning that they intend to block that proposal are also required to specify their 
dissentions in a statement of 500 words or less.  The reservation and dissention statements are 
contained in Appendices F and G, respectively. 
 
At the time of the signing of the Consensus Agreement, of the 34 members/organizations 
represented on the TCST, 29 (85%) rated all provisions at a “4 or above” and will continue to 
work with the TCST to sign a settlement agreement.  Nineteen of those 29 
members/organizations rated every provision as a “3 and above,” that is, they support all of the 
provisions in the Consensus Agreement and signed the “Full Consensus Acknowledgement” 
section of the Consensus Agreement.  Ten members with major reservations also signed the 
“Full Consensus Acknowledgement” section and listed the provisions with which they had major 
reservations. Five primary members/organizations rated at least one provision in the Consensus 
Agreement as a 5, meaning that they do not support the proposal and will not sign a settlement 
agreement.  These members signed the “No Pursuit of Settlement Agreement” portion of the 
Consensus Agreement. 
 
 
Consensus Recommendations  
TCST members were in agreement over most of the provisions in the Consensus Agreement 
document.  Most of the recommendations to provide new and expanded recreation facilities were 
supported by all members, as were provisions to enhance recreation information, changes in lake 
levels and rule curves, cultural resource enhancements, and most resource enhancement 
recommendations.   Members/organizations that fully support the entirety of the Consensus 
Agreement are listed in Table 2 below:  
 
 
Table 2.  TCST Members/Organizations Signing the Full Consensus Acknowledgement 
(Rating of 1-3 on all Provisions) 
 
Primary Interest Category Organization Member/Alternate (A) 
Adjoining Property Owner Interests Cedar Cliff & Bear Creek Lakes Ken Dingler 
   
Boating American Whitewater Kevin Colburn 
 Carolina Canoe Club Maurice Blackburn 
   
Federal Reservations US Forest Service Donley Hill 
   
Fish & Wildlife NC Wildlife Resource Commission Chris Goudreau 
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Primary Interest Category Organization Member/Alternate (A) 
 US Fish & Wildlife Mark Cantrell 
   
Fishing NC Guides Association Kevin Howell 
   
General Local Government Eastern Band Cherokee Indians Mike Bolt 
 Swain County Dwight Wiggins 
 Town of Dillsboro Jean Hartbarger 
   
General Public Recreation NC Div. of Parks Dwayne Stutzman 
   
Power Supply Duke Power - Nantahala Area John Wishon 
 Duke Power Jeff Lineberger 
   
Water-related Business Dillsboro River Company Shane Williams 
 Signal Ridge Marina Bob Shuey 
 Tuckasegee Outfitters Assoc. James R. Jackson 
   
Water Quality NC Div. of Water Quality Kevin Barnett 
   
Water Quantity Jackson Co. Soil & Water Cons. Bently Robison 
 NC Div. Of Water Resources Steve Reed 
 
 
 
   
 
Consensus with Major Reservations 
The consensus process enabled TCST members to register any major reservations they have with 
any provision in the Consensus Agreement, yet continue to move forward and sign a settlement 
agreement.  Members who registered a “4” on the consensus scale on a specific provision could 
identify their reservation in one of two ways: 4a – they do not have sufficient information to 
agree with the proposal/provision; or 4b –they could register their formal disagreement, but will 
not block the proposal/provision.  Some members chose not to discriminate between 4a and 4b 
and simply indicated their reservation. 
 
The Consensus Agreement provisions with the most reservations included recreation flows and 
associated recreation facilities in the West Fork bypass, funding support for greenways on the 
Tuckasegee mainstem and development of the Andrews Park master plan, and the shoreline 
management plan.  All four adjacent landowners in the Glenville area registered major 
reservations with most provisions having to do with recreation flows in the West Fork bypass 
and access areas on the mainstem of the Tuckasegee River.  Representatives of local government 
registered major reservations on recommendations that deal with ancillary funding of Dillsboro 
dam removal and improvements, and funding formulas for recreation improvements.  
Conservation organizations registered reservations with resource enhancement measures in 
general.  Adjacent landowners and conservation organizations registered major reservations with 
the final version of the lake use restrictions, although for different reasons.  
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Members/organizations that had a major reservation with one or more provision of the 
Consensus Agreement are listed below in Table 3.  Specific provisions in the Consensus 
Agreement that received ratings of “4” follow, together with the names of the 
members/organizations who rated them.   
 
In accordance with the group charter, TCST members who registered a “4” were required to 
submit a reservation statement that indicates the reasons why they were in disagreement over the 
specific provision.  Reservation statements are contained in Appendix F. 
 
 
Table 3.  TCST Members/Organizations Signing the Full Consensus Acknowledgement 
with Major Reservations (Rating of 4). 
 
Primary Interest Category Organization Member/Alternate (A) 
Adjoining Property Owner Interests Fenley Forest Residents Jackie Cochrane 
 Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell 
 Glenshore HOA Helen Cook 
 Glenville Community Dev. Club Phil Fowler (A) 
 Lake Glenville - Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams 
 Wolf Lake Homeowners Joan Webb (A)* 
   
Fish & Wildlife NC Wildlife Federation Bill Kane 
   
Economic Development Jackson Co. Planning & Econ Dev. Tamara Crisp* 
   
Fishing Trout Unlimited Steve Yurkovich 
   
General Local Government Town of Sylva Brenda Oliver* 
* No reservation statement filed. 
 
Following is a listing of the provisions in the Consensus Agreement in which one or more 
members had major reservations. 
 
Recreation Facilities 

Recreation Facilities Plan (Generally) 
 

Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 
 Bill Kane, North Carolina Wildlife Federation 
 
 
Lake Glenville 
Page No, Item No: p.2, 4.b. 

Construction of facilities to provide access to the Glenville Bypass, including any 
necessary parking and trail facilities.  
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
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Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Tuckasegee Lake 
Page No, Item No: p.2, 5. 

Construction of a bank fishing trail and a gravel parking area on DPNA property at the 
headwaters of Tuckasegee Lake allowing adequate access for a boating put-in and take-
out point on the Glenville Bypass  
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Main Stem of Tuckasegee River below Tuckasegee and Cedar Cliff Hydros  
Page No, Item No: p.2, 8.a-h 

a. Development of a public boat launch and gravel parking area on DPNA property 
below the Cedar Cliff Powerhouse on the East Fork near Shook Cove, including a 
companion take-out area approximately 0.5 mi downstream of the boat launch.  

b. Development of a public boat launch and gravel parking area at the Tuckasegee 
Powerhouse, provided suitable agreements can be reached with the property owners.  

c. Development of a public boat launch and gravel parking area at Jackson County’s 
East Laporte Park, provided suitable agreements can be reached with Jackson County.  

d. Development of an upstream take-out and downstream put-in for drift boat and canoe 
access at Cullowhee Dam, provided suitable agreements can be reached with the 
property owners.  

e. Provision of a public boat launch and gravel parking area in the delayed harvest 
section of the Tuckasegee River, provided suitable agreements can be reached with 
the property owners.  

f. Provision of a public boat launch and gravel parking area in the Barkers Creek section 
of the Tuckasegee River, provided suitable agreements can be reached with the 
property owners.  

g. Provision of a public boat launch and gravel parking area in the Whittier section of 
the Tuckasegee River, provided suitable agreements can be reached with the property 
owners.  

h. Provision of budgeted funds for public access improvement projects along the 
Tuckasegee River if suitable agreements with property owners for any of the above 
main stem projects cannot be negotiated. 
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Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Other Recreation Planning & Facilities Improvements 
Page No, Item No: p.4, 11.a-d 

a. Working with stakeholder team members from the local governments in Jackson 
County to prioritize other known recreation initiatives, particularly those that enhance 
use of the Tuckasegee River either on or downstream of a DPNA hydro reservoir or 
that highlight the area’s cultural heritage. As a minimum, the following items must be 
considered and prioritized accordingly: 
1) Greenway facilities that include river access 
2) The Andrews Park Master Plan. 

b. Reviewing the prioritized list and select initiatives from the list to receive funding 
support from DPNA. 

c. Contribution of a total of $350,000 toward implementation of the DPNA-selected 
initiatives. 

d. Contributions to be made during the Tier 1 and Tier 2** project timeframes. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
Tamara Crisp, Jackson County Economic Development Commission (item c, only) 
 

Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 
Joan Webb, Wolf Lake Homeowners’ Association 

 
 

Active Participation With DPNA in Recreation Area Construction and/or Management 
Page No, Item No: p.20, B.1.b. 

American Whitewater to enter into a cooperative maintenance agreement for any portage 
trail providing access to the Glenville Bypass. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
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Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
 

 
Other Recreation Information Improvements 
Page No, Item No: p.6, 5.a.3. 

a. Establishment of a Communications Working Group from interested members of the 
TCST to evaluate the audiences and needs for additional recreation information 
relative to the East Fork and West Fork Projects and the access points on the main 
stem of the Tuckasegee River and to prepare the necessary communications tools. 
Potential examples include but are not limited to: 
1) A staff gage at the put-in point on the West Fork Bypass to provide boaters and 

DPNA operators with field indications of flowrates in the West Fork Bypass. 
 

Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 
Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Minimum and Bypass Flows 
 

Page No, Item No: p.9, D.3. 
 Implementation of new and additional minimum and bypass flows in 2006, or within 1 

year following receipt of FERC approval to modify project facilities, whichever comes 
last. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
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Angling and Boating Recreation Flows 
 

Recreation Flows in the Glenville Bypass 
Page No, Item No: p.11, 3.a.-c. 
Establishment of recreation flows in the Glenville Bypass using a Tainter Gate at 
Glenville Dam according to the following schedule: 

a. Release of water for 6 hours per day for one weekend (Saturday and Sunday) per year in 
April. Target flowrate will be approximately 250 cfs each day and will begin at 10:00 
AM. 

b. Provision of five total afternoon releases per year for 6 hrs each, scheduled on days in the 
months of May through September. Target flowrate will be approximately 250 cfs each 
day and will begin at 10:00 AM. 

c. Target Flowrates - The target flowrates stated above are for flowrates at the put-in point. 
Actual release amounts from the Tainter gate needs to be large enough that when 
combined with other tributary and accretion flows, the total is as close as possible to the 
target flowrates. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
 
 
Page No, Item No: p.12, 10.a.-b. 

Implementation of recreation flow releases in the Glenville Bypass in 2006, or upon 
completion of the following, whichever comes last: 

a. DPNA verifies that it holds the necessary property rights or it or AW acquires 
the necessary property rights to allow adequate access to the Glenville Bypass. 

b. Construction of the parking areas and any portage trails at a suitable put-in 
point and take-out point are complete. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
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Special Events and Alterations to the Normal Generation Schedule to Support 
Recreation 
Page No, Item No: p.11, 4. 

Handling on a case-by-case basis requests for special generation releases that require 
additional generation hours.  The requesting organization is required to consult with 
the Tuckasegee Gorge Association (TGA) President to coordinate their activities as 
much as possible prior to making a special request to DPNA. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.11, 5. 

Handling requests on a case-by-case basis to temporarily alter the normal generation 
schedule to support recreation.  Such alteration requests may shift the hours around or 
reduce the total hours of releases to conserve the available water supply, but will not 
add additional hours to the normal total number of hours scheduled for the given 
month. The requesting organization is required to consult with the TGA President to 
coordinate their activities as much as possible prior to making a request to DPNA. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.12, 9. 

Implementing the new recreation flow schedule on the main stem of the Tuckasegee 
River in 2006, with DPNA continuing voluntary recreation flow releases from its 
hydro stations until then in coordination with the Tuckasegee Gorge Association. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
 Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
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Resource Enhancement Initiatives 
 

Resource Enhancement Initiatives (Generally) 
 

Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 
 Bill Kane, North Carolina Wildlife Federation 
 Steve Yurkovich, Trout Unlimited 
 
 
Dillsboro STEPS (Small Town Enhancement Planning Strategy) Initiative 
Page No, Item No: p.12, F.1.d. 

Provision of funding to the Town of Dillsboro, up to a maximum DPNA contribution of 
$50,000, to support implementation of DPNA-selected elements of the town’s STEPS 
Initiative. Funding to be provided to the town when needed to support the DPNA-selected 
elements and could come as early as 2004. 

 
Major reservations with this proposal/provision 

Tamara Crisp, Jackson County Economic Development Commission 
 

Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 
Joan Webb, Wolf Lake Homeowners’ Association 

 
 
Dillsboro Dam Removal & Powerhouse Disposition 
Page No, Item No: p.12, F.1.d. 

Sharing with the Town of Dillsboro up to a maximum DPNA contribution of $100,000 
resulting from cost-share funding and in-kind service partnerships with other 
organizations in the Dam Removal/Powerhouse Disposition effort. 
 
Major reservations with this proposal/provision 

Tamara Crisp, Jackson County Economic Development Commission 
Brenda Oliver, Town of Sylva 

 
 
Contingencies if Dillsboro Dam is not Removed 
Page No, Item No: p.15, 2) - 3) 

2) The limitations concerning fish passage and Section 18 mandatory conditioning 
authority under the Federal Power Act would not apply and the fish passage issue 
would be re-evaluated by the USFWS, the NCWRC and DPNA on the DPNA hydro 
projects. 

3) Any limitations in this document concerning minimum flows in the Nantahala River 
Bypass, the West Fork Bypass and in the Tanassee Creek Bypass (Bonas Defeat) 
would not apply. The minimum flow issue in these three locations would be re-
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evaluated by the NCDWQ, the NCWRC, the USFWS, the NCDWR, the USFS and 
DPNA and new proposals included in the 401 Water Quality Certification and FERC 
relicensing processes for the Nantahala Project, East Fork Project and the West Fork 
Project. The new proposals could include additional or modified minimum flows or 
other appropriate mitigation. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 

 
 
Unique Fishery Identification 
Page No, Item No: p.15, 3 a.-b. 

a. Providing support to the USFWS and the NCWRC on studies to determine the range 
and distribution of the sicklefin redhorse sucker in the Little Tennessee, Hiwassee and 
Tuckasegee Rivers. 

b. Contribution of one-time funding, in-kind services, or a combination of the two, not 
to exceed a total cost of $40,000. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
 

 
Soil & Water Conservation Enhancement 
Page No, Item No: p.16, 5.a.-b. 
 

a. Working with representatives from each county’s Soil & Water Conservation District 
board to obtain each board’s prioritized list of initiatives that would either (1) make 
physical improvements that protect soil or water resources, (2) educate landowners or 
school children on proper soil or water conservation practices, or (3) improve agency 
enforcement of existing soil or water conservation-related regulations. All initiatives 
must support improved soil or water conservation on lands that drain to any of the 
DPNA hydro reservoirs or the river sections between DNPA hydro reservoirs and 
reservoirs belonging to the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The prioritized 
initiatives list will be requested from each board by 7/1/05. 

b. Review each board’s prioritized list and select initiatives from the list to receive 
funding support from DPNA. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
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Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

 
Riparian Habitat Enhancement 
Page No, Item No: p.16, 6.b. 

Working with other interested stakeholder team members to define the process that will 
be used to establish a funding priority for riparian habitat enhancement initiatives. 
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
 
Shoreline Management 
 

Page No, Item No: p.17, G.4. 
Implementing the final version of the lake use restrictions, vegetation management 
requirements and the shoreline management guidelines on 7/1/03.  
 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
 

Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 
Bill Kane, North Carolina Wildlife Federation 
Joan Webb, Wolf Lake Property Owners’ Association 
Steve Yurkovich, Trout Unlimited 

 
 

Sharing the Benefits of Other Partnerships 
 

Page No, Item No: p.18, K.1. 
DPNA to share the benefits of any additional cost share funding it receives (beyond any 
cost share funding already specifically accounted for in the consensus agreement) to 
help reduce its costs associated with recreation facilities construction, USGS gage 
reactivation, and other recreation information improvements activities. 
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Major reservations with this proposal/provision 

Tamara Crisp, Jackson County Economic Development Commission 
 
 
Page No, Item No: p.18, K.2. 

Provided all the local government stakeholder team members from Jackson County are 
parties to any future settlement agreement, DPNA will contribute an amount equal in 
total to the cost share funding it receives on the activities identified in Item K.1 as 
follows: 

a.  50% to the Other Recreation Planning and Facilities Improvements activity 
(Item A.11 above) 

b. 30% to the Riparian Habitat Enhancement activity (Item F.6 above) 
c. 20% to the Soil and Water Conservation Enhancement activity (Item F.5 

above) 
 

Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association  

 
Formal disagreement but will not block the proposal/provision 

Joan Webb, Wolf Lake Property Owners’ Association 
 
 
Page No, Item No: p.18, K.3. 

If any of the local government stakeholder team members from Jackson County are not 
parties to any future settlement agreement, DPNA will contribute an amount equal in 
total to the cost share funding it receives on the activities identified in Item K.1 as 
follows: 

a. 70% to the Riparian Habitat Enhancement activity  
b. 30% to the Soil and Water Conservation Enhancement activity 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association  
 
 
License Conditions 
 

Page No, Item No: p.22, C.2.b. 
The provision that TCST members will not request or support any FERC license re-
openers of any kind beyond those that FERC includes in licenses for hydro projects of 
this size. 

 
Insufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 

Carol Adams, Lake Glenville, Tater Knob Home Owners’ Association 
Jackie Cochrane, Fenley Forest Home Owners’ Association 
Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners’ Association 
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Phil Fowler, Glenville Community Development Club 
 

Major reservations with this proposal/provision 
Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 

 
 
 
Recommendations Where Consensus Was Not Reached 
 
Five of the 34 members/organizations represented on the TCST registered at least one “5” on the 
Consensus Agreement.  This means that they could not support the provision nor will they work 
toward a settlement agreement.  A listing of those members/organizations is contained in Table 
4.  As of the signing date of the Consensus Agreement, three members had not indicated which 
of the provisions they could not agree to.   
 
Many of the same provisions that were that were met with “major reservations” listed above 
were also reasons why some members could not  agree to sign the Consensus Agreement.  
Provisions that were most cited by dissenting members were those relating to funding of 
recreation facilities (generally viewed as insufficient); compensation to the Town of Dillsboro 
for removal of the Dillsboro Dam (generally viewed as insufficient);  lack of flow restoration in 
the West Fork and Bonas Defeat bypassed reaches, and insufficient funding of riparian habitat 
and sedimentation control initiatives. Dissention statements from each of the five members are 
contained in Appendix G.   
 
 
Table 4.  TCST Members/Organizations Signing the No Pursuit of Settlement Agreement 
(Rating of 5 on One or More Provisions) 
 
Primary Interest Category Organization Member/Alternate (A) 
Basin-wide Conservation American Rivers David Sligh 
 Watershed Association for the 

Tuckasegee River 
David Wheeler (A) 

 WNC Alliance Roger Turner 
   
General Local Government Jackson County Ken Westmorland 
 Town of Webster Susan Leveille 
 
 
Following is a listing of the provisions in the Consensus Agreement that the members listed as a 
“5.” 
 
Recreation Facilities 
 

Page No, Item No: (Generally) 
 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 
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Susan Leveille, Town of Webster 
 

(Reservoirs and Mainstem of Tuckasegee River) 
Page No, Item No: p.1-2, 1-8 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA  
 

Wildlife Viewing Platforms on Reservoirs 
Page No, Item No: p.3, 9. 
 

Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA  
 

Public Swimming Area 
Page No, Item No: p.3-4, 10. a-b 
 

Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA  
 

Other Recreation Planning & Facilities Improvements 
Page No, Item No: p.4, 11.a 

Work with stakeholder team members from the local governments in Jackson County to 
prioritize other known recreation initiatives, particularly those that enhance use of the 
Tuckasegee River either on or downstream of a DPNA hydro reservoir or that highlight 
the area’s cultural heritage. As a minimum, the following items must be considered and 
prioritized accordingly: 

1) Greenway facilities that include river access 
2) The Andrews Park Master Plan. 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA 
David Wheeler & Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 

 
Page No, Item No: p.4, 11.c 

Contribution of a total of $350,000 toward implementation of the DPNA-selected 
initiatives for recreation planning and facilities improvements. 
 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Ken Westmorland, Jackson County Government 
Roger Turner, WNCA 
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Minimum Flow and Bypass Flow  
 

Page No, Item No: (West Fork and Bonas Defeat Bypasses) 
 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

David Sligh, American Rivers 
Roger Turner, WNCA 
David Wheeler & Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 

 

Angling and Boating Recreation Flows 
 

(Specific flows not specified) 
 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

David Sligh, American Rivers 
 
 
Resource Enhancement Initiatives 
 

Page No, Item No: (Specific provisions not specified) 
 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

David Sligh, American Rivers 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.12, F.1.d. 
Dillsboro STEPS (Small Town Enhancement Planning Strategy) Initiative 

Provision of funding to the Town of Dillsboro, up to a maximum DPNA contribution 
of $50,000, to support implementation of DPNA-selected elements of the town’s 
STEPS Initiative. Funding to be provided to the town when needed to support the 
DPNA-selected elements and could come as early as 2004. 
 

Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Susan Leveille, Town of Webster 
Ken Westmorland, Jackson County Government 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.13, F.2. a.-d. 
Dillsboro Dam Removal & Powerhouse Disposition  
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Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA 
David Wheeler & Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.16, F.5. 
Soil & Water Conservation Enhancement (Generally) 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA 
David Wheeler and Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.16, F.6. 
Riparian Habitat Enhancement (Generally) 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA 
David Wheeler and Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 

 
 

Shoreline Management 
Page No, Item No: p.17, G. 
Riparian Habitat Enhancement 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner, WNCA 
 

 
Sediment Management 
 

Page No, Item No: p.18, J. 
DPNA will endeavor in good faith to operate its hydro projects in ways that minimize the 
need to draw the reservoirs down to mechanically remove sediment. 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

David Sligh, American Rivers 
 
 
Sharing the Benefits of Other Partnerships 
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Page No, Item No: p.18, K.1-2. 
1. DPNA to share the benefits of any additional cost share funding it receives, beyond 

any cost share funding that is already specifically accounted for herein), to help 
reduce its costs associated with recreation facilities construction, USGS gage 
reactivation, and other recreation information improvements activities). 

2. Provided all the local government stakeholder team members from Jackson County 
are parties to any future settlement agreement, DPNA will contribute an amount equal 
in total to the cost share funding it receives on the activities identified in Item K.1 as 
follows: 

a.  50% to the Other Recreation Planning and Facilities Improvements activity 
(Item A.11 above) 

b. 30% to the Riparian Habitat Enhancement activity (Item F.6 above) 
c. 20% to the Soil and Water Conservation Enhancement activity (Item F.5 

above)  
 

Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Roger Turner,  
Ken Westmorland, Jackson County Government 

 
 
Page No, Item No: p.18, K. 3. 

3. If any of the local government stakeholder team members from Jackson County are 
not parties to any future settlement agreement, DPNA will contribute an amount 
equal in total to the cost share funding it receives on the activities identified in Item 
K.1 as follows: 

a. 70% to the Riparian Habitat Enhancement activity  
b. 30% to the Soil and Water Conservation Enhancement activity  

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

Ken Westmorland, Jackson County Government 

 

 
Other Items Not Contained in the Consensus Agreement 

 
No statement in the consensus agreement that Duke Power will agree to make no petition for 
a rate hike for costs incurred in fulfilling the terms of the TCST agreements or relicensing 
requirements of the FERC. 

 
Member will not support the proposal, sign the settlement agreement or work with the 
stakeholder process 

David Wheeler & Dan Perlmutter, Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River 
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Background 
Duke Power, a division of Duke Energy Corporation, Nantahala Area (Duke or DPNA), formerly known 
as Nantahala Power & Light (NP&L), with headquarters in Franklin, N.C. provides electric service to 
customers in the western North Carolina counties of Clay, Cherokee, Graham, Jackson, Macon and 
Swain.  DPNA provides all of its power from its 11 hydroelectric stations and 13 reservoirs to help meet 
the needs of its 60,000+ customers in the DPNA service area. Electric demand has grown over the years 
such that the DPNA hydro stations supply only about 40% of the annual power needs for DPNA 
customers, with the remainder being purchased at a higher cost from Duke Power’s other generating 
assets in the Carolinas.  DPNA operates these hydroelectric projects under licenses from the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  These licenses expire in 2005 and 2006, except for the Queens 
Creek Project (FERC Project # 2694) which received a subsequent, 30-yr license in March, 2002.  DPNA 
is currently seeking new / subsequent licenses from the FERC for its remaining seven hydro projects.  
The FERC process to obtain new licenses can take five years or more and will include an Environmental 
Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in accordance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  New licenses may be issued for a 30-50 year term. 
 
The Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team’s (Team)  work will be related to the licensing process 
for three of DPNA’s hydropower projects (West Fork (FERC Project #2686), East Fork (FERC Project 
#2698), and Dillsboro (FERC Project #2602)), which include seven reservoirs and six powerhouses 
located in the Tuckasegee River Basin of North Carolina, upstream of the U.S. Highway 441/23 Bridge in 
Dillsboro in Jackson County.  These projects were built and began operations 50 to 80 years ago, well 
before modern regulatory requirements were in place.  Although licenses for these projects were issued in 
the 1980's, they involved only limited review by resource management agencies.  The process to obtain 
new licenses for these facilities is underway, and initial scoping comments and study requests have been 
provided by resource management agencies and other stakeholders and numerous studies are being 
completed.  DPNA is using an enhanced Traditional FERC Licensing Process (or Hybrid TLP) which  
provides expanded public information efforts and additional opportunities for public input, but is not 
using the FERC’s Alternative Licensing Process (ALP).  Although not proposed as a formal part of 
DPNA’s enhanced TLP, the formation and work of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team is 
supported by DPNA and Duke Power. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team will be to identify issues and interests 
related to the East Fork, West Fork, and Dillsboro Projects and their operations. The Team will determine 
the information on the projects and related resources that they need to review for an improved 
understanding of the natural resources in the basin, project operations, and the relationship between these 
two. The Team will also discuss the issues related to new licenses and work to resolve areas of conflict 
through consensus.  The Team will work cooperatively to develop recommendations for the new licenses 
for these projects. 
 

Study Area 
The study area will be the East Fork and West Fork of the Tuckasegee River (including Wolf Creek and 
Tanassee Creek) and the main stem of the Tuckasegee River downstream to Bryson City, not including 
tributaries unless they are affected by operations of the projects on the East and West Forks. 
 
Stakeholder Groups and Participants 
The Team consists of a broad range of stakeholders who represent various interests and uses of the waters 
and related natural resources of the Tuckasegee River Basin upstream of Bryson City. Although it is 
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recognized that many stakeholders have multiple interests, for organizational purposes each Team 
member  
 
and alternate have been assigned to a Primary Interest Category (see Attachment 1). 
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Members and Alternates.  In the event that a Team member cannot attend a meeting, he/she may be 
represented by an alternate of his/her choosing without concurrence of the Team. Alternates are 
encouraged to attend Team meetings along with the Team member, but should be fully briefed by the 
Team member before attending any meetings as the sole representative. 
 
Voluntary Withdrawal and Replacement Appointments.  If a Team member withdraws from the Team, 
he/she may appoint a replacement (typically their alternate) from the same organization without 
concurrence of the Team. If the member is unable to appoint a replacement from his/her organization, the 
facilitators may appoint a replacement member from the same Primary Interest Category. Replacement 
members are expected to take the learning initiative and spend extra time prior to their first Team meeting 
reading through all the past meeting summaries and this charter and talking with the facilitators and other 
Team members to be sure they understand the state of the Team’s activities, how the Team operates and 
what will be expected of them. Replacement members should strive to minimize the impact of the loss of 
the member they’re replacing on the Team’s progress toward its goal (i.e. a set of consensus 
recommendations). 
 
New Member Appointments.  A strong effort was made during the forming of the Team to encourage 
participation by representatives from all the various interests in the study area. While it is certainly the 
Team’s desire to be inclusive and sensitive to the many various interests, the Team recognizes the need to 
remain focused and moving ahead if the Team’s goal (i.e. a set of consensus recommendations) is to be 
achieved. When evaluating potential new members, the Team should first ensure that the interests that the 
potential new member would represent cannot reasonably be covered by an existing Team member. If the 
Team decides there is in fact a need to have additional interests represented, then the Team will identify 
potential candidates and review their qualifications (e.g. past experience in collaborative team processes, 
knowledge about the issues and the interests they represent, communications mechanisms for sharing 
information, etc.). The Team will decide by consensus if a particular candidate should be added to the 
Team. Once added to the Team, new members are expected to spend extra time prior to their first full 
meeting educating themselves on the Team’s history, operations and expectations in the same fashion as 
is required for replacement Team members. New members must make every effort to minimize the 
impact of their addition on the Team’s progress toward its goal (i.e. a set of consensus recommendations). 
Once the active negotiations have begun (i.e. once a comprehensive trial balloon (see below for 
description of trial balloons) has been floated to the Team), new members will not be added unless the 
Team decides by consensus that the specifics of the trial balloons under consideration significantly impact 
previously unidentified Primary Interest Categories. 
 
Constituent Representation 
Team members will be expected to represent (1) themselves, (2) organizations to which they belong, or 
(3) groups of constituents from a similar Primary Interest Category. Ideas presented within Team 
discussions will not be assumed to be the official position of the organizations or groups represented 
unless specifically stated to be so. 
 
Responsibilities of  Team Members 
Attending Meetings 
Each Team member or alternate is expected to attend Team meetings and Team Members are expected to 
fully participate in all meetings. In the event that a member or alternate is not able to attend a meeting of 
the Team, and the member is not in agreement with any actions taken by the Team during his/her absence, 
that member has until the meeting summary review at the next meeting  to register his/her dissatisfaction 
with actions taken. A limited amount of time will be devoted to old business at meetings. E-mail may be 
used to expedite this process. 
 
Preparing for Meetings 
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Team members shall read appropriate materials and arrive prepared to work. Materials presented for 
discussion must be distributed at least one week in advance of the meeting or as practical. 
 
Keeping Constituents Informed 
Members are expected to keep constituents informed through active but informal means. Members will 
receive meeting minutes and flip chart summaries for keeping constituents informed. 
 
Understanding and Abiding by the Charter 
Team members and alternates are expected to read, fully understand and conduct themselves in 
accordance with the requirements of this charter.  
 
Responsibilities of the Facilitators  
Faculty of the Natural Resources Leadership Institute (NRLI) at NC State University will provide 
facilitation services to the Team under contract to DPNA. The primary task of the facilitators is to guide 
the meetings to stay within the bounds set by the Team’s charter. The responsibilities include managing 
the Team's agenda, keeping written records of the meetings, helping the group stay on task and on 
process, protecting Team members and their ideas from attack, and helping members reach consensus. 
The facilitators will not express their views on any substantive issues and will be solely concerned with 
the process of the group. 
 
Meeting Summaries 
Facilitators will develop meeting summaries and will send them to the Team members, alternates and 
interested parties. Summaries from the previous meeting will be sent out at least one week prior to each 
upcoming meeting.  Email will be the primary form of information dispersal and correspondence with the 
option of having material faxed or mailed to those that do not have access to email. Summaries shall 
include an attendance record, a summary of actions taken at the meeting, and other information pertaining 
to the deliberations. Discussion of new substantive issues will not commence until the summary of the 
preceding meeting is approved. 
 
Agendas 
At the end of each meeting, the Team will specify a tentative agenda for the following meeting. The 
facilitators will develop draft meeting agendas prior to each meeting. Final agendas will be approved by 
the Team at the start of each meeting and will include opportunities for public comment as required by 
this charter. 
 
Roster 
The facilitators will maintain a roster listing the names and contact information of individuals 
who have agreed to: (1) participate as active members and alternates of the Team; (2) abide by 
this charter; and (3) demonstrate a desire to reach consensus through this process.  
 
Decision Process 
Use of Consensus 
The Team will operate by consensus and Team decisions will be made only with concurrence of all 
members represented at the meeting. Consensus is the decision rule that allows collaborative problem 
solving to work. The rule prevents the tyranny of the majority, allows building of trust and the sharing of 
information, especially under conditions of conflict. Consensus does not mean that everyone will be 
equally happy with the decision, but all do accept that the decision is the best that could be made at the 
time. 
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Consensus requires sharing of information, which leads to mutual education, which, in turn provides the 
basis for crafting workable and acceptable alternatives. Consensus promotes joint thinking of a diverse 
group and leads to creative solutions. Also, because parties participate in the deliberation, they understand 
the reasoning behind the recommendations and are willing to support them. 
 
In making decisions, each Team member will indicate his/her concurrence on a specific proposal using a 
five-point scale. The scale allows Team members to clearly communicate their intentions, assess the 
degree of agreement that exists, and register their dissatisfaction without holding up the rest of the Team. 
The five-point scale is as follows: 
 
 1 – Endorsement (i.e. Member likes it). 
 2 – Endorsement with Minor Point of Contention (i.e. Basically, member likes it). 
 3 – Agreement with Minor Reservations (i.e. Member can live with it).  

4 – Stand aside with major reservations 
c. Do not have sufficient information to agree with this proposal/provision 
d. Formal disagreement, but will not block the proposal/provision 

5 – Block – Member will not support proposal, sign settlement agreement, or work with 
stakeholder process.  Blocking means that the member may work outside the stakeholder team 
process to meet his interests.  

 
Facilitators will measure the Team’s consensus on a given proposal by open polling of the Team members 
present. Ratings will not be considered from any alternates or interested parties present when determining 
the Team’s level of consensus. The levels of consensus are: 
 

• Consensus - All Team members present rate the proposal as a 1, 2 or 3. 
• Consensus with Major Reservations – All Team members present rate the proposal as a 1, 

2 or 3, except at least one Team member rates it as a 4. 
• No Consensus - Any Team member present rates the proposal as a 5. 

     
When measuring consensus for very important decisions (e.g. the Team’s final recommendations), the 
facilitators will typically conduct a role call allowing each Team member to rate the proposal in question 
one at a time and acknowledging the Team member’s rating. 
 
For the Team’s final written report, any Team member that rates a recommendation as a 4 must specify 
their dissention in a written statement of 500 words or less for inclusion in the final written report if the 
member so chooses. Any Team member that rates a recommendation as a 5 is required to specify their 
dissention in a written statement of 500 words or less for inclusion in the final written report. Dissenters 
who share the same basic concerns can use a single dissention statement of 100 words or less. Dissenters 
will also identify themselves by name / organization on their dissention statements. The number of 
members standing for or against any proposal will not be reported. 
 
Use of Trial Balloons to Reach Final Consensus Recommendations 
A trial balloon is defined as an informal, preliminary proposal that attempts to comprehensively bring 
together recommendations to address the Team’s issues and interests. Trial balloons are completely non-
binding and may be withdrawn, in whole or in part, at any time prior to signing an agreement. Trial 
balloons are very helpful tools for progressing the Team towards consensus and Team members are 
encouraged to use them liberally. Because the interests vary and often compete with each other, Team 
members should structure trial balloons to address all the primary interests, not just the particular Team 
member’s interests (i.e. keep trial balloons focused on mutual gains and remain open to compromise).   
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Input From and Information to the Public, News Media, Elected Officials and the FERC 
The  Team is intended to be representative of the public through the members' own organizations or 
affiliations, as well as through their work with other groups. All Team meetings are open to observation 
by the public, except for closed meetings (see below). A public comment period(s) of set duration (near 
the beginning, at the end or both) will be provided at each meeting of the Team and public speakers will 
have time limits set to allow as much participation as possible. The Team will not normally attempt to 
respond to public comments at the meeting in which they were made. The facilitators have the right to 
deny the floor to public speakers that are simply repeating previously delivered messages or that are 
unruly and facilitators will ask unruly public speakers to leave the premises. Summaries of  Team 
meetings will be available to the public upon request and will also be available on the Team’s website. 
 
Except for closed meetings (see below), members of the press are welcome to attend Team meetings.  
Team members and alternates are free to present their interests and the interests of the groups and 
organizations they represent to the media.  Team members and alternates will not address specific 
positions held by other team members or alternates, or negatively characterize the Team, other Team 
members, alternates, represented organizations or their interests in the media. Team members and 
alternates will also advise the leadership of organizations they represent that their organization should not 
participate in these negative media statements. Press points will be available at the end of each meeting. 
Team members, alternates and the organizations they represent will refrain from negotiating through the 
news media and will therefore avoid strong statements, whether for or against, to the media concerning 
the trial balloons of any team member. 
 
Team members acknowledge a common desire to allow the Team the greatest opportunity to reach 
consensus agreement on its final recommendations. Team members therefore will not encourage elected 
officials to adopt resolutions or take positions for or against any trial balloons proposed by Team 
members prior to the Team’s target date for reaching a settlement agreement. Team members, alternates 
or the organizations they represent also will not initiate formal or informal contact with the FERC to 
advise the FERC of their position on a particular trial balloon, whether it’s for or against the trail balloon, 
prior to the Team’s target date for reaching a settlement agreement.  Nothing shall prevent members of 
the Team from approaching any agency or organization for the purpose of gathering information. 
 
Closed Meetings   
On occasion, the Team may determine that all or a portion of a meeting should be closed. Any Team 
member can propose at any time that a particular discussion topic be closed. The facilitator will then stop 
the discussion and determine if the Team agrees. If the Team agrees, the topic will either be tabled for 
another closed session or the room will be cleared of everyone except the Team members, their alternates 
and the facilitators before resuming the discussion. Before concluding the closed session, the Team will 
decide by consensus to what extent the written meeting summary shall cover the topics discussed during 
the closed session. All deliberations concerning the dismissal of a Team member or alternate will be 
conducted in closed session. 
 
Ground Rules 
In order to have the most efficient and effective process possible, Team members and alternates will 
follow these basic ground rules: 
 

A. Treat each other, the organizations represented in the Team and the Team itself with 
respect at all times and put personal differences aside in the interest of a successful Team. 

B. Stick to the topics on the meeting agenda; be concise and not repetitive. 
C. Work as team players and share all relevant information. Focus on honesty with tactfulness. 
D. Ask if they do not understand. 
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E. Openly voice any disagreement with other members in the meetings. 
F. Look for mutually beneficial solutions. 
G. Follow through on their commitments. 
H. Share information discussed in the meeting with the organizations / constituents 

represented. 
I. Encourage free thinking and share relevant information with the Team. 
J. Commit to issues in which they have an interest. 
K. Speak one at a time in meetings as recognized by the facilitator. 
L. Everyone will participate, but none will dominate. 
M. Focus on the problem, not the person. 
N. Agree that it is OK to disagree. 
O. Honor a two-minute time limit for statements and responses. 
 

Dismissal of Team Members or Alternates 
Team members and alternates acknowledge the importance of understanding this charter and 
communicating effectively with the organizations they represent. They also acknowledge that the success 
of the entire Team depends on their personal commitment to reach consensus and to conduct themselves 
according to the basic principles set out in this charter. Any Team member or alternate can be dismissed 
from the Team if the Team determines by consensus that the member or alternate’s actions or the official 
actions of the organization they represent have been substantially contrary to the Team’s charter.  
 
Procedure 
Any Team member can propose the dismissal of another member or alternate at any time. The member 
proposing the dismissal will inform the facilitator and the facilitator will inform the member or alternate 
that has been proposed for the dismissal and will establish a closed session of the Team prior to beginning 
the Team’s discussion. In the closed session, the Team member proposing the dismissal will provide a 
brief explanation of the grounds for dismissal, particularly pointing out actions taken that were contrary to 
the Team’s charter. The member or alternate that is proposed for dismissal will be given an opportunity to 
explain their actions or the official actions of their organization to the rest of the Team, either during the 
same closed session, or during a closed session at the next Team meeting. The Team member or alternate 
that was proposed for dismissal will be required to leave the room prior to the Team’s deliberations. If an 
alternate is proposed for dismissal, the associated Team member will abstain from the decision-making 
process (i.e. the five-point scale rating). In rating proposals to dismiss members or alternates, Team 
members will not accept a lack of knowledge of the charter’s requirements or a lack of clear 
communication between the Team member or alternate and their organization’s officials as legitimate 
explanations for contrary behavior.  
 
Actions Upon Dismissal 
If the Team determines that dismissal is in order, the member or alternate will be asked to leave the 
premises for at least the remainder of that particular meeting and may only participate as a public 
observer in future Team meetings. Dependent on the circumstances, the Team may also decide that the 
individual will not be allowed to return to any future meetings in any capacity. If the cause of the 
dismissal was official actions of the member or alternate’s organization contrary to the charter, the 
organization will not be allowed to have any members or alternates on the Team. Under no circumstances 
will: 
 

• A Team member or alternate be re-instated to the Team once they have been dismissed. 
The Team will decide if appointment of a suitable replacement is in order and will 
pursue replacements as necessary. 
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• A Team member or alternate be dismissed simply because they or the organization they 
represent doesn’t agree with the positions or interests of the rest of the Team.  

 
Nature of the Final Product 
The Team’s final product will be a written report including at least the following sections: 
 

• Background on the Team – Brief descriptions of the Team and its chronology, the agencies and 
organizations that make up the Team, the Natural Resources Leadership Institute and the 
relationship between the Team’s activities and DPNA’s hydro relicensing process. Includes a 
map of significant features within the study area.  

• Description of the Primary Interest Categories – A paragraph describing each of the Primary 
Interest Categories. 

• Consensus Agreement - A set of concisely worded recommendations, arrived at through the 
Team’s consensus decision-making process, which will provide enhancement of the Tuckasegee 
River, its tributaries affected by DPNA’s hydroelectric project, and the related natural resources 
of the basin.  (NOTE: Members who register a “4” and above on the consensus agreement agree 
not to oppose any of the provisions in the consensus agreement to the FERC during the license 
application process.  The license application process began in 1999 with the release of the First 
Stage Consultation Package by NP&L and does not end until the FERC has issued a new license 
for the Tuckasegee River Projects and the period for rehearing or legal challenge has ended.  Any 
Team member’s position on the consensus agreement is however subject to change if substantial 
new information becomes available prior to the completion of the license application process.  If, 
based on new information, a team member changes his level of consensus to a “5”, that 
information must be conveyed to DPNA or NRLI at which time DPNA, with input from the 
NRLI facilitators, will assess whether to convene the stakeholder team to renegotiate affected 
provisions of the consensus agreement. 

• Summary of Recommendations for Which Consensus was not Achieved – A set of concisely 
worded recommendations that the Team discussed at length, but for which no consensus could be 
reached. For each recommendation, the names of dissenting member organizations will be 
identified. 

• Settlement Agreement – The formal agreement that Team members or their organization’s 
authorized representative will sign acknowledging their participation in the Team’s activities, 
their concurrence that the other parts of the final written report are accurate and committing the 
organization that they represent to follow through on the terms of the settlement agreement. 
Team members acknowledge that if they or their organization’s authorized representative choose 
not to sign the Team’s settlement agreement, then that Team member and any organization they 
represent is not a party to the settlement agreement and therefore has no rights under it. 

• Appendices – Includes this charter, the Team’s roster, any dissention statements required by this 
charter and other significant pieces of information developed by the Team. 

 
 
Schedule and Duration 
The Team will meet periodically at times and locations of their choosing. The Team will work toward 
delivery of the following products on the noted schedule: 
 

• First Draft Report - To allow incorporation of the Team’s recommendations to the maximum 
extent in the draft relicense applications, the Team will complete their First Draft Report, 
including all sections except the Settlement Agreement section, no later than November 30, 2002. 

• Final Report – To clearly establish the Team’s input into the FERC relicensing process, the Team 
will complete their Final Report, including all sections, no later than May 1, 2003. 
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The Team may continue meeting after May 1, 2003 if it so chooses. 
 
Changes to the Charter 

Changes to the charter can be made at any meeting of the Team through a consensual procedure. 
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TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
PRIMARY INTEREST CATEGORIES 

May 15, 2003 
 
Primary Interest Category Organization Team Member Alternate 

Adjoining Property Owner Interests Cedar Cliff & Bear Creek Lakes Ken Dingler  
Fenley Forest Residents Jackie Cochrane  
Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell Phil Fowler 
Glenshore HOA Helen Cook  
Glenville Community Dev. Club Viola Bryson Phil Fowler 
Lake Glenville - Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams Coleen Gottloeb 
Wolf Lake Homeowners Mike Webb Joan Webb 

  
Basin-wide Conservation American Rivers David Sligh  

Watershed Association for the 
Tuckasegee River 

Dan Perlmutter David Wheeler 

 WNC Alliance Roger Turner Bill Lyons 
    
Boating American Whitewater Kevin Colburn Kevin Colburn 

Carolina Canoe Club Maurice Blackburn  
  

Economic Development Jackson Co. Planning & Econ Dev. Tamara Crisp  
  

Federal Reservations US Forest Service Donley Hill Ray Johns 
  

Fish & Wildlife NC Wildlife Federation Bill Kane  
NC Wildlife Resource Commission Chris Goudreau Scott Loftis 

 US Fish & Wildlife Mark Cantrell John Ellis 
  

Fishing NC Guides Association Kevin Howell Bill Sullivan 
Trout Unlimited Steve Yurkovich  

  
General Local Government Eastern Band Cherokee Indians Mike Bolt  
 Jackson County Ken Westmorland  

Swain County Dwight Wiggins  
Town of Dillsboro Jean Hartbarger  
Town of Sylva 
Town of Webster 

Brenda Oliver 
Susan Leveille 

 

    
General Public Recreation NC Div. of Parks Dwayne Stutzman  

   
Power Supply Duke Power - Nantahala Area John Wishon Fred Alexander 

Duke Power Jeff Lineberger Steve Johnson 
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Primary Interest Category Organization Team Member Alternate 
Water-related Business Dillsboro River Company Shane Williams Kim Williams 
 Signal Ridge Marina Bob Shuey Don Shuey 

Tuckasegee Outfitters Assoc. James R. Jackson Betsy Keller 
   

Water Quality NC Div. of Water Quality Kevin Barnett Callie Dobson 
   

Water Quantity Jackson Co. Soil & Water Cons. Bently Robison  
 NC Div. Of Water Resources Steve Reed Jim Mead 
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TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM ROSTER 
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TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
5/16/03  

 
TEAM MEMBERS 

 
Carol Adams 
Representing: Tater Knob HOA @ Lake 
Glenville 
2479 Peachtree, #1101 
Atlanta, GA  30305 
Phone: (404) 237-9085   
Fax: (404) 459-8660 
casolveit@yahoo.com 
 
Kevin Barnett 
Representing: Division of Water Quality-DENR 
Division of Water Quality-DENR 
59 Woodfin Place 
Asheville, NC  28801 
Phone: 828-251-6208   
Fax: 828-251-6452 
Kevin.Barnett@ncmail.net 
 
Maurice Blackburn 
Representing: Carolina Canoe Club 
432 Gum Branch Road 
Charlotte, NC  28214- 
Phone: (704) 394-8780   
Fax:  
mblackburn1@carolina.rr.com 
 
Mike Bolt 
Representing: Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians 
P.O. Box 547 
Cherokee, NC  28719- 
Phone: (828) 497-6824   
Fax: (828) 497-5419 
Luftee@hotmail.com 
 
Viola Bryson 
Representing: Glenville Community 
Development Club 
P.O. Box 6 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: (828) 743-2146   
Fax:  
 

Mark Cantrell 
Representing: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
160 Zillicoa Street 
Asheville, NC  28801 
Phone: 828-258-3939   
Fax: (828) 258-5330 
Mark_A_Cantrell@fws.gov 
 
Jackie Cochrane 
Representing: Fenley Forest Residents 
P.O. Box 1295 
Cashiers, NC  28717 
Phone: 828-743-9252   
Fax:  
ncflamama@yahoo.com 
 
Kevin Colburn 
Representing: American Whitewater 
American Whitewater 
20 Battery Park Ave., Suite 302 
Asheville, NC  28801- 
Phone: (828) 252-6482   
Fax: (828) 252-0728 
Kevin@AMWhitewater.org 
 
Helen Cook 
Representing: Glenshore HOA 
98 South Fletcher Avenue 
Amelia Island, FL  32034 
Phone: 904-321-2210   
Fax: 904-277-1526 
Helen@lodgingresources.com 
 
Tamera Crisp 
Representing: Jackson County Planning & 
Economic Development 
Jackson County Planning & Economic 
Development 
401 Grindstaff Cove Road, Suite 204A 
Sylva, NC  28779 
Phone: 828-586-7576   
Fax: 828-586-7528 
tameracrisp@jacksonnc.org 
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Ken Dingler 
Representing: Cedar Cliff  & Bear Creek Lakes 
P.O. Box 365 
Sapphire, NC  28774 
Phone: 828-884-7597   
Fax: 828-966-9597 
ken@bearcreeklake.com 
 
Jeff Duncan 
Representing: National Park Service-RTCA 
National Park Service-RTCA 
175 Hamm Road Ste. C 
Chattanooga, TN  37405- 
Phone: 423-266-1150   
Fax: 423-266-2558 
jeff_duncan@nps.gov 
 
Phil Fowler 
Representing: Friends of Lake Glenville 
P.O. Box 428 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: 828-743-9230   
Fax:  
fowlerpe@aol.com 
 
Chris Goudreau 
Representing: N.C. Wildlife Resources 
Commission 
N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission 
645 Fish Hatchery Road 
Marion, NC  28752- 
Phone: 828-652-4360   
Fax: 828-652-3279 
goudrecj@wnclink.com 
 
Jean Hartbarger 
Representing: Town of Dillsboro 
Town of Dillsboro 
P.O. Box 219 
Dillsboro, NC  28725- 
Phone: (828) 586-9640   
Fax: (828) 631-4539 
 
Donley Hill 
Representing: USDA Forest Service 
National Forests in NC 
P.O. Box 2750 
Asheville, NC  28802 
Phone: 828-257-4212   
Fax: 828-257-4263 
donleyhill@fs.fed.us 
 

Kevin Howell 
Representing: NC Guides Association 
Davidson River Outfitters 
4 Pisgah Hwy 
Pishgah Forest, NC  28768- 
Phone: (828) 877-4181   
Fax: (828) 883-2167 
info@davidsonflyfishing.com 
 
James R. Jackson 
Representing: Tuckasegee Gorge Association 
Tuckasegee Gorge Association 
P.O. Box 1719 
Cullowhee, NC  28723 
Phone: 828-488-2176   
Fax:  
jacja@noc.com 
 
Bill Kane 
Representing: N.C. Wildlife Federation 
N.C. Wildlife Federation 
P.O. Box 716 
Cullowhee, NC  28723 
Phone: (828) 227-3567   
Fax: (828) 277-7414 
kane@email.wcu.edu 
 
Susan Leveille 
Representing: Town of Webster Planning Board 
P.O. Box 310 
Dillsboro, NC  28725- 
Phone: (828) 586-6542   
Fax:  
robertL@jackson.main.nc.us 
 
Jeff Lineberger 
Representing: Duke Power 
Duke Power 
Mail Code: EC11J P.O. Box 1006 
Charlotte, NC  28201-1006 
Phone: 704-382-5942   
Fax: 704- 
jglinebe@duke-energy.com 
 
Doug Odell 
Representing: Friends of Lake Glenville 
P.O. Box 2630 
Cashiers, NC  28717 
Phone: 828-743-5079   
Fax:  
dodell@juno.com 
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Brenda Oliver 
Representing: Town of Sylva 
Town of Sylva 
P.O. Box 36 
Sylva, NC  28779 
Phone: 828-586-2719   
Fax: 828-586-8134 
brenda@dnet.net 
 
Dan Perlmutter 
Representing: Watershed Association for the 
Tuckasegee R. 
Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee R. 
Room 113 Natural Sciences Bldg. 
Cullowhee, NC  28723 
Phone: (828) 227-3657   
Fax:  
dperlmutr@wcu.edu 
 
Steve Reed 
Representing: Division of Water Resources-
DENR 
Division of Water Resources-DENR 
1611 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC  27699-1611 
Phone: 919-715-5424   
Fax: 919-733-3558 
Steven.Reed@ncmail.net 
 
Bentley Robison 
Representing: Jackson County SWCD 
Jackson County SWCD 
538 Scotts Creek Road, Suite 110 
Sylva, NC  28779 
Phone: 828-586-6344   
Fax: 828-631-9183 
bentleyrobison@jacksonnc.org 
 
Bob Shuey 
Representing: Signal Ridge Marina 
Signal Ridge Marina 
P.O. Box 489 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: 828-743-2143   
Fax: 828-743-3166 
signalridge@earthlink.com 
 

David Sligh 
Representing: American Rivers 
American Rivers 
424 Georgia Ave., Suite 2A 
Chattanooga, TN  37403 
Phone: 423-265-7505   
Fax: 423-266-2558 
dsligh@amrivers.org 
 
Dwayne Stutzman 
Representing: Division of Parks and Recreation-
DENR 
Division of Parks and Recreation-DENR 
59 Woodfin Place 
Asheville, NC  28801- 
Phone: (828) 251-6208   
Fax: (828) 251-6452 
Dwayne.Stutzman@ncmail.net 
 
Roger Turner 
Representing: Western North Carolina Alliance 
Western North Carolina Alliance 
16 Stewart Street 
Franklin, NC  28734 
Phone: 828-524-3899   
Fax: 828-524-3899 
roger@wnca.org 
 
Mike Webb 
Representing: Wolf Lake Homeowner 
822 Vess Owen Road 
Tuckasegee, NC  28783- 
Phone: (828) 293-3035   
Fax:  
mtnmike58@aol.com 
 
Ken Westmoreland 
Representing: Jackson County 
Jackson County Administration 
401 Grindstaff Cove Road 
Sylva, NC  28779- 
Phone: (828) 586-4055   
Fax: (828) 586-7506 
jacksoncomgr@jackson.nc.org 
 
Dwight Wiggins 
Representing: Swain County 
Southwest Community College 
447 College Drive 
Sylva, NC  28779- 
Phone: (828) 586-4091   
Fax:  
dwightw@southwest.cc.nc.us 
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Shane Williams 
Representing: Charter Company 
Private Boater 
43 Hacienda Lane 
Sylva, NC  28779 
Phone: 828-227-3620   
Fax:  
williams_shane@hotmail.com 
 
John Wishon 
Representing: Duke Power - Nantahala Area 
Duke Power-Nantahala Area 
301-NP&L Loop Road 
Franklin, NC  28734 
Phone: (828) 369-4604   
Fax: (828) 321-3535 
jcwishon@duke-energy.com 

 
Steve Yurkovich 
Representing: Trout Unlimited 
Department of Geosciences and NRM 
Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC  28723 
Phone: (828) 227-3813   
Fax: (828) 227-7647 
yurkovich@wcu.edu 
 
 

 
 
 

ALTERNATE  TEAM  MEMBERS 
 
Fred Alexander 
Representing: Duke Power - Nantahala Area 
301 NP&L Loop 
Franklin, NC  28734- 
Phone: (828) 369-4534   
Fax: (828) 369-7616 
afalexan@duke-energy.com 
 
John Ellis 
Representing: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
P.O. Box 33726 
Raleigh, NC  27636-3726 
Phone: 919-856-4520   
Fax: 919-856-4556 
John_Ellis@fws.gov 
 
Phil Fowler 
Representing: Friends of Lake Glenville 
P.O. Box 428 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: 828-743-9230   
Fax:  
fowlerpe@aol.com 
 

John Gangemi 
Representing: American Whitewater 
Conservation Director, American Whitewater 
482 Electric Avenue 
Bigfork, MT  59911 
Phone: 406-837-3155   
Fax: 406-837-3156 
jgangemi@digisys.net 
 
Coleen Gottloeb 
Representing: Friends of Lake Glenville 
P.O. Box 658 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: 828-743-9440   
Fax:  
coleen@coldwellbanker.com 
 
Ray Johns 
Representing: USDA Forest Service 
US Forest Service 
P.O. Box 2750 
Asheville, NC  28802 
Phone: 828-257-4859   
Fax: 828-259-0567 
rayjohns@fs.fed.us 
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Steve Johnson 
Representing: Duke Power 
Duke Power 
Mail Code:P.O. Box 1006 
Charlotte, NC  28201-1006 
Phone: 704-373-4391   
Fax: 704-382-8614 
srjohnso@duke-energy.com 
 
Bill Lyons 
Representing: Western North Carolina Alliance 
Phone:    
Fax:  
welyons@earthlink.net 
 
Jim Mead 
Representing: Division of Water Resources-
DENR 
Division of Water Resources-DENR 
1611 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC  27699-1611 
Phone: 919-715-5428   
Fax: 919-733-3558 
Jim.Mead@ncmail.net 
 
Don Shuey 
Representing: Signal Ridge Marina 
Signal Ridge Marina 
P.O. Box 489 
Glenville, NC  28736 
Phone: 828-743-2143   
Fax: 828-743-3160 
Signalridge@earthlink.com 

 
Bill Sullivan 
Representing: NC Guides Association 
P.O. Box 369 
Mt. Home, NC  28758- 
Phone:    
Fax:  
bill_sullivan@ncsu.edu 
 
Joan Webb 
Representing: Wolf Lake Homeowner 
822 Vess Owen Road 
Tuckasegee, NC  28783- 
Phone: (828) 293-3035   
Fax:  
 
David Wheeler 
Representing: Watershed Association for the 
Tuckasegee River 
269 Running Creek Cove 
Whittier, NC  28789- 
Phone: (828) 856-3146   
Fax:  
dwheeler@jackson.main.nc.us 
 

 
 
 

FACILITATORS 
 

Steve Smutko 
Natural Resources Leadership Institute 
NC State University 
Box 8109, 332 Nelson Hall 
Raleigh, NC  27695-8109 
(phone) 919-515-4683 
(fax) 919-515-1824 

 
Robert Hawk 

NC Cooperative Extension 
Jackson County Center 
538 Scotts Creek Rd. Suite 205 
Sylva, NC  28799 
(phone) 828-586-4009 
(fax) 828-467-6811 
robert_hawk@ncsu.edu 

Mary Lou Addor 
Natural Resources Leadership Institute 
NC State University 
Box 8109, 332 Nelson Hall 
Raleigh, NC  27695-8109 
(phone) 919-515-9602 
(fax) 919-515-1824 
mary_addor@ncsu.edu 
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APPENDIX C 
 

TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
MEETING ATTENDANCE RECORD 
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          TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
MEETING ATTENDANCE RECORD           

    10/19/00 11/16/00 01/11/01 03/08/01 04/19/01 06/07/01 08/09/01 10/18/01 11/15/01 01/17/02 

Primary Members            

96% Carol Adams Tator Knob  X X X X X X X X X 

46% Kevin Barnett NCDENR-Div Water Quality X X X  X   X   

62% Maurice Blackburn Carolina Canoe Club          X 

27% Mike Bolt Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians           

58% Viola  Bryson Glenville Community Development Club X X X X X    X  

65% Mark  Cantrell U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service   X X     X X 

69% Jackie Cochrane Fenley Forest Trail Prooperty Owners  X    X X X  X 

69% Kevin Colburn American Whitewater       X  X X 

65% Helen Cook Glenshore HOA      X X X X X 

65% Tamera Crisp Jackson County Planning and Economic Dev. X X X   X X   X 

31% Ken Dingler Land owner - Bear Creek  X  X       

19% Jeff  Duncan National Park Service-RTCA    X      X 

92% Chris Goudreau NCDENR Wildlife Resources Commission X X X X X  X X  X 

38% Jean Hartbarger Town of Dillsboro           

77% Donley  Hill U.S. Forest Service X  X  X   X X X 

8% Kevin Howell NC Outfitters Assoc.           

88% James R. Jackson Tuckasegee Gorge Association X X X X X X  X   

19% Marty  Jones Lake Glenville Fishing Service X X X X X      

73% Bill Kane N.C. Wildlife Federation      X X X X X 

19% Susan Levielle Town of Webster           

85% Jeff  Lineberger Duke Power X X X X X X X    

27% Glenda Marshall Glenshore HOA  X X X X X X X   

92% Doug Odell Friends of Lake Glenville X X X X X X X X X  

81% Brenda  Oliver Town of Sylva X X X X X X X X  X 

19% Dan  Perlmutter Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River X X         

100% Steve Reed Division of Water Resources-DENR X X X X X X X X X X 

65% Bentley Robison Jackson County SWCD    X X X     

46% Bob Shuey Signal Ridge Marina  X X X X     X 

27% David Sligh American Rivers X X    X     

62% Dwayne Stutzman NCDENR-Div Parks & Recreation X  X   X     
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    10/19/00 11/16/00 01/11/01 03/08/01 04/19/01 06/07/01 08/09/01 10/18/01 11/15/01 01/17/02 

69% Roger Turner Western North Carolina Alliance X X   X      

23% Mike Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners       X X X X 

42% Ken Westmorland Jackson County           

38% Dwight Wiggins Swain County           

81% Shane Williams Private Boater X X X X X X X X  X 

96% John  Wishon Duke Power/Nantahala Area X X X X X X X X X X 

85% Steve Yurkovich Trout Unlimited X X X X X  X   X 

              

Alternate Members            

77% Fred Alexander Duke Power/Nantahala Area X  X X X X  X  X 

12% John  Ellis U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service X X X        

77% Phil  Fowler Friends of Lake Glenville X X X X X X  X X X 

12% Kayla Hudson Natural Resources Conservation Service    X    X  X 

54% Ray Johns U.S. Forest Service       X   X 

81% Steve Johnson Duke Power  X  X X X X X X X 

19% Jim Mead Division of Water Resources-DENR X X X X X      

23% Bill Lyons Western North Carolina Alliance           

4% Don Shuey Signal Ridge Marina  X         

31% Bill Sullivan NC Outfitter Assoc.           

62% Joan Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners       X X   

27% David Wheeler WATR           
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          TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
MEETING ATTENDANCE RECORD           

Primary Members  03/21/02 04/18/02 05/16/02 06/20/02 07/18/02 08/15/02 09/19/02 10/17/02 11/21/02 02/06/03 

96% Carol Adams Tator Knob X X X X X X X X X X 

46% Kevin Barnett NCDENR-Div Water Quality   X  X X     

62% Maurice Blackburn Carolina Canoe Club X X X  X X X X X X 

27% Mike Bolt Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians  X X X X    X X 

58% Viola  Bryson Glenville Community Development Club X X X  X X  X X X 

65% Mark  Cantrell U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service X X X  X X  X X X 

69% Jackie Cochrane Fenley Forest Trail Prooperty Owners X  X  X X X X X X 

69% Kevin Colburn American Whitewater X X  X X X X X X X 

65% Helen Cook Glenshore HOA X X X   X X X X X 

65% Tamera Crisp Jackson County Planning and Economic Dev.    X X  X X X X 

31% Ken Dingler Land owner - Bear Creek X  X  X    X X 

19% Jeff  Duncan National Park Service-RTCA  X X   X     

92% Chris Goudreau NCDENR Wildlife Resources Commission X X X X X X X X X X 

38% Jean Hartbarger Town of Dillsboro    X X X   X X 

77% Donley  Hill U.S. Forest Service X X X X X X X X   

8% Kevin Howell NC Outfitters Assoc. X X         

88% James R. Jackson Tuckasegee Gorge Association X X X X X X X X X X 

19% Marty  Jones Lake Glenville Fishing Service           

73% Bill Kane N.C. Wildlife Federation X X   X X X X X X 

19% Susan Levielle Town of Webster     X X     

85% Jeff  Lineberger Duke Power X X X  X X X X X X 

27% Glenda Marshall Glenshore HOA           

92% Doug Odell Friends of Lake Glenville  X X X X X X X X X 

81% Brenda  Oliver Town of Sylva X X X   X X X X X 

19% Dan  Perlmutter Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River  X   X   X   

100% Steve Reed Division of Water Resources-DENR X X X X X X X X X X 

65% Bentley Robison Jackson County SWCD  X X X X X X X X X 

46% Bob Shuey Signal Ridge Marina X X  X    X X X 

27% David Sligh American Rivers      X X X   

62% Dwayne Stutzman NCDENR-Div Parks & Recreation    X X X X X X X 
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    03/21/02 04/18/02 05/16/02 06/20/02 07/18/02 08/15/02 09/19/02 10/17/02 11/21/02 02/06/03 

69% Roger Turner Western North Carolina Alliance X X  X X X X X X X 

23% Mike Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners X  X        

42% Ken Westmorland Jackson County  X  X X X  X X X 

38% Dwight Wiggins Swain County   X X X  X X X X 

81% Shane Williams Private Boater  X  X  X X X X X 

96% John  Wishon Duke Power/Nantahala Area X X X  X X X X X X 

85% Steve Yurkovich Trout Unlimited X X X X X X X X X X 

              

Alternate Members            

77% Fred Alexander Duke Power/Nantahala Area X X X X X  X X X X 

12% John  Ellis U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service           

77% Phil  Fowler Friends of Lake Glenville X  X X X  X X X X 

12% Kayla Hudson Natural Resources Conservation Service           

54% Ray Johns U.S. Forest Service X   X X  X X X X 

81% Steve Johnson Duke Power X  X X X X X X X X 

19% Jim Mead Division of Water Resources-DENR           

23% Bill Lyons Western North Carolina Alliance           

4% Don Shuey Signal Ridge Marina           

31% Bill Sullivan NC Outfitter Assoc. X X  X X X   X X 

62% Joan Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners X X X  X  X X X X 

27% David Wheeler WATR           
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      TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
MEETING ATTENDANCE RECORD       

Primary Members  03/06/03 03/20/03 04/04/03 04/23/03 04/24/03 05/15/03 

96% Carol Adams Tator Knob X X X X X X 

46% Kevin Barnett NCDENR-Div Water Quality   X X X X 

62% Maurice Blackburn Carolina Canoe Club X X X X X X 

27% Mike Bolt Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians      X 

58% Viola  Bryson Glenville Community Development Club  X     

65% Mark  Cantrell U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service X  X X X X 

69% Jackie Cochrane Fenley Forest Trail Prooperty Owners X X  X X X 

69% Kevin Colburn American Whitewater X X X X X X 

65% Helen Cook Glenshore HOA X   X X X 

65% Tamera Crisp Jackson County Planning and Economic Dev. X X  X X X 

31% Ken Dingler Land owner - Bear Creek  X     

19% Jeff  Duncan National Park Service-RTCA       

92% Chris Goudreau NCDENR Wildlife Resources Commission X X X X X X 

38% Jean Hartbarger Town of Dillsboro  X X X X X 

77% Donley  Hill U.S. Forest Service X X X X X X 

8% Kevin Howell NC Outfitters Assoc.       

88% James R. Jackson Tuckasegee Gorge Association X X X X X X 

19% Marty  Jones Lake Glenville Fishing Service       

73% Bill Kane N.C. Wildlife Federation X X X X X X 

19% Susan Levielle Town of Webster   X X  X 

85% Jeff  Lineberger Duke Power X X X X X X 

27% Glenda Marshall Glenshore HOA       

92% Doug Odell Friends of Lake Glenville X X X X X X 

81% Brenda  Oliver Town of Sylva X X X   X 

19% Dan  Perlmutter Watershed Association for the Tuckasegee River       

100% Steve Reed Division of Water Resources-DENR X X X X X X 

65% Bentley Robison Jackson County SWCD X  X X X X 

46% Bob Shuey Signal Ridge Marina X      

27% David Sligh American Rivers      X 

62% Dwayne Stutzman NCDENR-Div Parks & Recreation X X X X X X 
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    03/06/03 03/20/03 04/04/03 04/23/03 04/24/03 05/15/03 

69% Roger Turner Western North Carolina Alliance X X X X X X 

23% Mike Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners       

42% Ken Westmorland Jackson County X   X X X 

38% Dwight Wiggins Swain County    X X X 

81% Shane Williams Private Boater X  X X X X 

96% John  Wishon Duke Power/Nantahala Area X X X X X X 

85% Steve Yurkovich Trout Unlimited X X  X X X 

          

Alternate Members        

77% Fred Alexander Duke Power/Nantahala Area X   X X X 

12% John  Ellis U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service       

77% Phil  Fowler Friends of Lake Glenville    X X X 

12% Kayla Hudson Natural Resources Conservation Service       

54% Ray Johns U.S. Forest Service X X X X X  

81% Steve Johnson Duke Power  X  X X X 

19% Jim Mead Division of Water Resources-DENR       

23% Bill Lyons Western North Carolina Alliance X X X X X X 

4% Don Shuey Signal Ridge Marina       

31% Bill Sullivan NC Outfitter Assoc. X      

62% Joan Webb Wolf Lake Homeowners X X X X X X 

27% David Wheeler WATR X X X X X X 
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APPENDIX D 
 

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP TEAMS 
OF THE 

TUCKASEGEE COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
AND 

NANTAHALA COOPERATIVE STAKEHOLDER TEAM 
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Technical Leadership Study Teams (TLT) 
 

 
TLT: Aesthetics Evaluation 
DPNA Lead  

Resource Management  Jennifer Huff 
Agency Contacts  

NCDENR    Steve Reed 
USFS    Dave Wright 
USFS    Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
None 

 
TLT: Botanical Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power   Gene Vaughan 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC   Chris McGrath 
USFWS   Mark Cantrell 
USFS    Gary Kaufmann 

Other Participants  
None 

 
TLT: Fish Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power   Duane Harrell 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC   Chris Goudreau 
USFWS   Mark Cantrell 
USFS    Donley Hill 
USFS    Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
Land Trust for Little Tenn. Suzi Wilkins Berl 

 
TLT: Wildlife Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power   Gene Vaughan 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC   Chris McGrath 
USFS    Doreen Miller 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 

Other Participants  
None 

 
TLT: Boating Instream Flow Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Chuck Borawa 
Agency Lead  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
NCDWR Jim Mead 
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 Steve Reed 
NCDPR Kim Huband 
 Dwayne Stutzman 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
 David Wright 

Other Participants  
Private Boater Shane Williams 
NGO Sam Fowlkes 
NGO Don O’Neal 
Nantahala Gorge Assoc. Ken Kastorff 
Tuck Gorge Assoc. James Jackson 
Am. Whitewater  Kevin Colburn 

 
TLT: Fish Instream Flow Survey 
DPNA Lead 

Duke Power Duane Harrell 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Donley Hill 
USFS Ray Johns 
NCDWR Steve Reed 
 Jim Mead 

Other Participants  
None   
 

TLT: Fish Passage Feasibility Study 
DPNA Lead 

Duke Power Duane Harrell 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Donley Hill 
 Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
None   

 
TLT: Shoreline Management Plan – Riparian Habitat Protection 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power, Lake Mgt. Joe Hall 
 Richard Conley 

Agency Contacts  
USFS Doreen Miller 
USFS Donley Hill 
NCDPR Steve Hall 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
NCWRC Owen Anderson 

Other Participants  
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Friends of Lake Glenville Phillip Fowler 
Bear Lake Property Owner Ken Dingler  

 
TLT: Shoreline Habitat Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Duane Harrell 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Donley Hill 
USFS Ray Johns 
NCDWR Steve Reed 

Other Participants  
Friends of Lake Glenville Marty Jones 

 
TLT: Macroinvertebrate Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Duane Harrell 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Chris McGrath 
USFS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Donley Hill 
  Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
Land Trust for Little Tenn. Suzi Wilkins Berl 

 
TLT: Lake Level Information Plan 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Fred Alexander 
Agency Contacts   

None 
Other Participants  

Friends of Lake Glenville Glenda Marshall 
 
TLT: Rule Curve Evaluation 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Steve Gaffney 
Agency Contacts  

NCDENR/DWR Tom Fransen 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
Friends of Lake Glenville Douglas Odell 
Marina Owner Bob Shuey 

 
TLT: Zone of Peaking Influence Study 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Ed Bruce 
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 Jon Knight 
Agency Contacts  

NCDENR/DWR Steve Reed 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 

Other Participants 
None 

 
TLT: Historical Streamflow Series Evaluation 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Steve Gaffney 
Agency Contacts  

NCDWR Jim Mead 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Donley Hill 
 Richard Burns 

Other Participants 
None 

 
TLT: Run of River Operation Plan 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Gary J. Morgan 
Agency Contacts  

NCDWR Steve Reed 
 Jim Mead 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFS Donnelly Hill 
  Robert Burns 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 

Other Participants     
None 

 
TLT: Flow Communication Plan 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Fred Alexander 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
Other Participants     

USFWS Mark Cantrell 
  
TLT: Trash Removal Plan 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Gary J. Morgan 
Agency Contacts  

NCDWR Steve Reed 
NCWRC Chris Goudreau 

Other Participants 
  William G. Crawford 
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 Friends of Lake Glenville Keith Dixon 
 
TLT: Internet Website 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Fred Alexander 
Agency Contacts 

None     
Other Participants  

Friends of Lake Glenville Keith Dixon 
 
TLT: Energy Conservation Evaluation 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Fred Alexander 
Agency Contacts 

None     
Other Participants 

Town of Sylva Brenda Oliver 
  Alton Pribble 
 WNC Alliance Bill Crawford 
  Roger Turner  
 American Rivers David Sligh 

 
TLT: Rename Thorpe Reservoir 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Fred Alexander 
Agency Contacts     

None 
Other Participants  

Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell 
Glenville Comm Dev Club Viola Bryson 
Glenshore HOA Glenda Marshall 
 

TLT: Hydrologic Simulation Model 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Ed Bruce 
Agency Contacts  

 NCDDWR Tom Fransen 
  Steve Reed 
  Jim Mead 
 USFS Ray Johns 
 NCWRC Chris Goudreau 

Other Participants  
None 
 

TLT: GIS Database 
DPNA Lead  

Resource Management Jennifer Huff 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFS Ray Johns 
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USFWS Mark Cantrell 
Other Participants  

None 
 

TLT: Recreational Use and Needs Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Chuck Borawa 
Agency Lead  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
NCDWR Steve Reed 
 Jim Mead 
NCDPR Kim Huband 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
 David Wright 

Other Participants  
Private Boater Shane Williams 
Marina Owner Bob Shuey 
Glenshore HOA Glenda Marshall 
Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams 
Tuckasegee Gorge Assoc. James Jackson 
Swain County Mary Yonce 
 

TLT: Impacts of Water Releases on Recreation Evaluation 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Chuck Borawa 
Agency Lead  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
NCDWR Steve Reed 
 Jim Mead 
NCDPR Kim Huband 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
 David Wright 

Other Participants  
NCDPR Dwayne Stutzman 
Nantahala Gorge Assoc. Ken Kastorff 
Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell 
Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams 
Tuckasegee Gorge Assoc. James Jackson 
Private Boater  Shane Williams 
NGO  Sam Fowlkes 
American Whitewater  Kevin Colburn 

 
TLT: Recreation Opportunity Study 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Chuck Borawa 
Agency Lead   

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
NCDWR Jim Mead 
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NCDPR Kim Huband 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
USFS David Wright 

Other Participants  
Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell 
Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams 
Private Boater Shane Williams 
American Whitewater  Kevin Colburn 
 

TLT: Evaluation of High Water Availability for Recreation Releases 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Chuck Borawa 
Agency Lead  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
DWR/DEHNR Jim Mead 
DPR/DEHNR Kim Huband 
 Dwayne Stutzman 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Ray Johns 
 David Wright 

Other Participants    
NGO Don O’Neal 
Tater Knob HOA Carol Adams 
NGO Richard Streich 
Private Boater Shane Williams 
Am. Whitewater  Kevin Colburn 
 

TLT: Sediment Management Plan 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Arnold Guilka  
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Richard Burns 
  Ray Johns 

Other Participants  
Friends of Lake Glenville  Doug Odell 
American Rivers David Sligh 
 

TLT: Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen Survey 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Jon Knight 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Richard Burns 
NCDWQ Kevin Barnett 

Other Participants  
East. Band Cherokee Indians Mike Bolt 
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Little Tenn. Watershed Assoc. James Johnson 
Friends of Lake Glenville Doug Odell 
 

TLT: Point Source Discharge Inventory 
DPNA Lead  

Duke Power Jon Knight 
Agency Contacts  

NCWRC Chris Goudreau 
USFWS Mark Cantrell 
USFS Richard Burns 
NCDWQ Kevin Barnett 

Other Participants  
East. Band Cherokee Indians Mike Bolt 
Little Tenn. Watershed Assoc. James Johnson 
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Relicensing Dissenting Statements 
 
The following dissenting statements to the Consensus Agreement for the Tuckasegee 
Cooperative Stakeholder Team (TCST) are submitted jointly by stakeholders Carol Adams, Tater 
Knob Home Owners Association @ Lake Glenville; Jackie Cochran, Fenley Forest Residents, 
Lake Glenville; Helen Cook, Glenshore Home Owners Association, Lake Glenville;  Phil 
Fowler, Glenville Community Development Center and Doug Odell, Friends of Lake Glenville 
to be included in the Tuckasegee River Relicensing Stakeholder’s Consensus Agreement.   
 
 

Glenville Bypass ….page 2- 4B, 5A; p. 5 F2, d3 p. 6- 5a3; p.9 -D3; p.11- E3a,b,c; 
 p. 12- 9,10 a,b; p.15 F2,d3 

 
The sections noted above concern proposed high volume water releases for kayaking in the 
Glenville Bypass also referred to as the West Fork Bypass. No proof has been furnished to show 
that there is public access to the kayaking put-in point at the base of High Falls. The four major 
property owner groups whose property will be impacted and trespassed upon have come before 
the stakeholder team to voice objections to the high volume of water release onto their properties 
and to kayakers trespassing on their property. There have been no assurances that trespassing 
will not occur. 
 
The costs of water releases and cost to provide a trail for kayaking access to the Glenville Bypass 
are excessive and exceed expenditures for any other single recreational activity enhancement or 
project in the entire consensus agreement. First and foremost is loss of generation cost for seven 
days at a rate of 6 hours per day that must be made up by purchasing power and ultimately 
resulting in an increase in power bills for the users in the area.  No provision is made for Duke 
Power to provide opportunity cost of lost power as a result of bypass flows.  That should be 
estimable from the volume of water expended in bypass flows if instead it flowed through the 
Duke turbines during a normal generation period.  Opportunity cost to classes of customers who 
would have received the lost power can be estimated for the classes as a whole and then 
compared to the cost of alternatively supplied power.  The difference between the two gross 
numbers can then be multiplied times the number of bypass days to determine the opportunity 
cost of last power per annum.  That number should then be reduced by the quantifiable gain to 
the class 4 kayakers who benefit from the bypass flows. 
 
The estimated $100,000 cost of building a steep, rocky and treacherous trail from the dam to 
High Falls is money spent for a project that serves a very limited population…level 4 kayakers.  
This trail cannot be safely used by the general population especially women, children, 
handicapped persons and senior citizens.  It does not make sense that in view of these excessive 
monies earmarked for a limited use trail to High Falls that DPNA then rejected full cost share 
funding in the consensus agreement for the Andrews Park Master Plan for recreational 
improvements. The Andrews Park monies would have been spent for swimming, camping, 
hiking, fishing, picnicking and boating facilities all of which will serve a great number of people 
of all ages and life stages. There is no evidence that any local residents would benefit from high 
volume water recreation  in the Glenville Gorge.  Finally, no cost estimates have been furnished 
for installing an expensive staff gauge at the West Fork Bypass put-in point. There is no 
determination or assurance furnished  that all costs of the bypass trail are at the expense of Duke 
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shareholders and not their rate payers.  No cost/benefit analysis for this cost or the cost of the 
bypass flows has been provided. 
 
The proposed trail… steep, rocky and dangerous… is exceptionally unsafe to any user and no 
monitoring plan has been presented for controlling access and who will use trail through out the 
year.  Each year numerous deaths are customary on similar trails to falls in this area. In the past 5 
years as many as 5 college students have lost their lives while trying to traverse the High Falls on 
this proposed trail. Adding another treacherous trail places an exceptional burden on the local 
rescue squad that is primarily a volunteer organization without funds for the necessary additional 
equipment and services to aid those in trouble on the trail, at high falls and on the raging river.   
 
Stakeholders Adams and Odell observed the high flow kayaking trial run in the gorge that was 
conducted by an outside contractor hired by DPNA.  We observed considerable damage done to 
banks, trees, and habitat that had been established for 63 years. Although these observations 
were reported to DPNA and the stakeholder team, subsequently no technical studies were 
conducted nor were any study results from similar projects furnished to prove these high flows 
are not damaging to banks, habitat and trees. The contractor conducting the Glenville Bypass 
recreational studies and recommending kayaking in the bypass reach is a former owner of a 
kayaking outfitting business and therefore considered to be biased. In 1998 a legal opinion on the 
North Carolina Navigation Act was issued by the North Carolina District Attorney’s office. The 
opinion sheds serious doubt on whether or not the portion of the Tuckasegee River that flows 
through the Glenville Gorge is navigable. This legal opinion was never presented as a part of the 
discussion on providing high volume water for kayaking in the Glenville gorge.   
 
DPNA is providing an additional 15 days of high volume water releases on the Nantahala River 
which is already equipped with parking, supervision and outfitters.  The Nantahala River is less 
than 50 miles from the Glenville Gorge. 
 
Reports from local citizens speak of three cougars inhabiting the property in the gorge and this 
fact as well as the folklore/cultural implications including Cherokee Indian lore and the existence 
of a portion of the Bartram Trail in the gorge have not been studied, explored nor presented to 
the group to confirm or deny these reports. 

 
 

River put-ins/take-outs/boat launches/ access…page 2, 8 A-H 
 
Throughout the consensus agreement there is an inconsistent application of habitat standards 
between lakes and rivers. No plan or guidelines are furnished concerning requirements for 
protection of habitat, sensitive vegetative areas and erosion control along the river where put-ins 
and take-outs are proposed.  This is contradictory to detailed and excessive requirements and 
restrictions put on lake adjoining property owners throughout the consensus document by 
wildlife management agencies.  On the one hand we see strict controls being laid out for lake 
shorelines but no documented controls for river shorelines. 
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Jackson County Andrews Park Master  Plan and Greenways Plan….p4, 11a,1,2 
 
Jackson County government stakeholders entered the Lake Glenville Andrews Park Master Plan 
proposal for building and improving various recreational facilities into the trial balloon.  The 
plan detailed improvements and new facilities for fishing, camping, swimming, hiking and 
boating for use by diverse recreators.  The county proposed that they and DPNA share the  $1.6 
million cost of the plan.   The share-cost monies were virtually eliminated in the consensus 
agreement (reduced to a grossly inadequate $250M) while excessive amounts of monies remain 
in the document for recreation facilities used by special interest groups  (i.e. $100,000 to build a 
trail to the gorge for level 4 kayakers). The recreation survey conducted by Kleinschmidt and 
Associates, an independent contractor hired by DPNA, showed the highest volume of recreation 
use was on Lake Glenville and other project lakes. A disproportionate share of funding in the 
consensus agreement is also given to river recreation that is not even in the project boundary No 
documentation has been furnished showing that special interest group recreation facilities should 
take priority over recreational facilities that meet the recreational needs of a broad range of ages, 
interests and abilities. 
 
 

Special Events/ alteration to releases…….p.11 E 4,5 
 
The downstream water needs are adequately addressed by installation of appropriate gauges and 
many planned regulated releases.  No study or plan has been furnished to show there is a need 
for additional recreation releases. 
 
 
Flow Schedule ……p.12 #9 
 
There is no documentation to support the unwise practice of allowing commercial entities to 
make release decisions for the Tuckasegee River.  The river is not bordered by government land 
such as the case on the Nantahala River where commercial enterprises do decide the flow 
schedules.  The Tuckasegee River shoreline is bordered by private land and therefore should not 
be subject to commercial businesses determining flow schedules or releases. 
 

 
Unique fishery identification…..p. 15 a,b 

 
This $40,000 expenditure on range and distribution of sickle fin redhorse sucker is not supported 
by any documentation nor study presented to the stakeholder group.  The sicklefin redhorse 
sucker is not native to the Tuckasegee River and the proposed studies are not to be conducted in 
the boundaries of the Tuckasegee project.  It is our contention that any habitat study be pertinent 
to the Tuckasegee project and to the benefit of the Tuckasegee River and the project boundaries. 

 
 

Riparian habitat enhancement….p.16 6b 
 
As written this section does not identify the interested stakeholder members for prioritizing the 
potential initiatives listed in p 16 6 a.  Whereas the consensus agreement and subsequent 
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relicensing application will be in effect for 40 years, participant organizations or groups must be 
identified to insure follow through throughout the years of the license.  
 

 
Lake use restrictions, vegetation management requirements……..p.17  4 

Lake security issues….p.17  5 
 
The shoreline management document for lake use restrictions does not adequately provide for 
lake adjoining property owners security and freedom from nuisances.  An agreement between 
DPNA and adjoining property owners, which has been in effect for over 17 years, is not 
renewed.  In its place DPNA has signed an agreement (that has not been furnished for our 
review) with the local sheriff who is elected.  Because the sheriff is an elected official, his term is 
temporary and therefore any agreement with the present sheriff is temporary as we have 
previously experienced. It is in effect only for as long as the term of the sheriff. While such an 
agreement is necessary, it is not sufficient to solve the nuisance problems.  This is an 
unsatisfactory arrangement because it does not  insure adjacent property owners of continual 
safety, security and freedom from nuisances in part due to distance issues and the sheriff’s 
limited resources.  This fact is evidenced by our new sheriff’s initial reluctance to sign the 
agreement with DPNA.  Under the current shoreline lease agreement, agreed to by Nantahala 
Power 17 years ago,  the sheriff must respond to leaseholder’s calls about nuisances and serve 
warrants.  Under the DPNA agreement with the sheriff, the sheriff would only react to gross 
violations of the law and not nuisances.   The lack of individual agreements with adjoining 
property owners for security and freedom from nuisances can result in lowering of  property 
values around the lakes as owners and prospective buyers observe negative activities and 
breaches of security.  Diminished property values directly impact the Jackson County tax base 
because more than 75% of the counties tax revenues needed for services and county operations 
come from the south end of the county which includes Lake Glenville.   
 
Owners of property surrounding the Lake have a greater stake in their interests than do the 
general public, as it was them and their predecessors in interest whose land was taken 
(condemned) by the government to construct the Lake Glenville Power Project, and thus they are 
the ones most immediately affected in terms of constitutional property interests.  Therefore, we 
believe Duke owes such persons a greater duty then it does other stakeholders, with the possible 
exception of it’s  ratepayers, to assure the project and the property around it that is affected by 
the existence of the Lake and related hydro project are maintained safe and secure from harm and 
nuisances.  The interests of adjacent property owners have been well served in the past by the 
lease arrangement entered into by Duke’s predcessor.  None of the alternatives suggested by 
Duke to date serve those interests effectively.  If Duke chooses to eliminate leases, then Duke 
and it’s shareholders should be put to the task of providing effective on-site policing of the lake.  
A recent (July 5,2003) seaplane landing incident on the Lake exemplifies the need for such a 
private or public police force as it vividly portrays a clear and present danger to the general 
public, to whom the Lake is generously accessible, as well as adjacent property owners. 
 
More than adequate public access is provided for around all the project lakes.  On Lake Glenville 
alone there are 3 public boat launches, a 58 acre county park, 3 commercial boat rental 
businesses and several mid-lake islands reserved for day-use boating, fishing, picnicking and 
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swimming.  However, in the Shoreline Management Guidelines there are no restrictions, rules or 
regulations placed on public access 
users such as the strict rules, regulations and restrictions placed on adjoining property owners.  
There are many examples of public misuse that are not addressed.  For instance, although “Day 
Use Only” signs are posted on the mid-lake islands in Lake Glenville, overnight camping 
continues year after year without recourse.  In one narrow cove area of the lake, two boats have 
been tied to the shore, on the DPNA buffer  
zone, for at least 5 years.  Despite continual complaints from property owners, these boats have 
never been removed.  Should an adjoining property owner do the same, they would lose their 
dock, and any other privileges previously granted. 
 
In the vegetative management requirements document no provision is made for removing excess 
trees (deadfalls) in the lakes therefore creating a “mission lake syndrome” which is characterized 
by a body of water that is so impeded and impaired by fallen trees that it is a swamp.  In addition 
fallen trees in the lake create bank erosion and the vegetative management document contains no 
provision for assessing and eliminating erosion.  Requirements to pile all loose logs (those not 
left in the water) onto the DPNA buffer zone for the life of the license are unrealistic and 
contribute to unsafe, unsightly and unhealthy conditions. 
These Wildlife agencies imposed requirements are inconsistent with the approach taken by the 
U.S. Forest Service but no documentation has been furnished to explain why. 
 
The requirements and restrictions imposed in the lake use, vegetative management and shoreline 
management documents are overly restrictive and can impair the ability of the lake manager to 
make decisions.  No guidelines are furnished for lake manager decisions.   Furthermore, there 
has been no document presented that shows by what authority or law North Carolina Wildlife 
and US Fish and Game may dictate excessive vegetative restrictions and excessive view shed 
restrictions.  We feel that the wildlife agencies have been allowed to overstep their authority. 
 
Finally, the lease agreement for Duke properties between DPNA and North Carolina Wildlife 
(attached here but not provided as a part of the consensus agreement) is contradictory to the 
regulations and restrictions imposed on adjacent property owners on lakes in the Tuckasegee 
project. 

 
 

Sharing benefits with other partners…..p. 18 2,3 
 
This provision does not show support for an appropriate share of recreation expenditures for 
Lake Glenville because Lake Glenville was the area requested by most of those surveyed during 
the DPNA Recreation Use Survey  
 
 

FERC licenses…..p.22 2b 
 
We request the following exceptions to the reopener’s section because in the life of the license 
these areas are most likely to change necessitating a change in policy:  
1) Excessive trees in the lake and excessive build-up due to piling of trees above the 3100ft line 
2) Vegetative areas restrictions and requirements 
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3) Lake security/nuisance control 
 

 
 

Favored positions may be modified…..p.27 F 
 
To even suggest modifying the agreement because it was not pursued by a member is contrary to 
the spirit of the Tuckasegee Stakeholder Charter and suggests a punitive approach that may be 
applied to those team members who decide not to sign the Consensus Agreement. 
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Tuckasegee Consensus Agreement 
 Dissention Statement 
 
Bill Kane, NC Wildlife Federation 
 
Para A, p.1, "Recreation (REC) Facilities" 
  
The Recreation Facilities plan, while a good start, does not go far enough.  At best, if it was 
finished tomorrow, the new facilities might meet today's needs.  While the plan does call for the 
possibility of new facilities at year 15 plus, it does not do enough for the outyears, 5 years plus.  
For example, Cedar Cliff Lake is not mentioned in the plan. Also, there may eventually be  
swimming areas on the major lakes but, other than that, public access to lakes, particularly for 
those who do not own a boat, is not much improved.  At current growth rates the public demand 
for recreational access to the lakes will far outstrip the planned facilities increase. 
  
 
Para F, p. 12, "Resource Enhancement Initiatives" 
  
While a big step in the right direction, the Resource Enhancement Initiatives does not go far 
enough.  Given that the new license will be for 30-40 years, Duke's contribution of roughly 
$1,000,000 to this plan, including the removal of Dillsboro Dam, does not adequately 
compensate for the project's impact on the river basin.  There are still dewatered bypasses, 
riparian buffers need additional attention, greenways are ignored, and the impact of constantly 
changing river flows is not considered.  Compensation for outyear impacts has not been 
adequately considered and there has been little discussion, if any, about what the project's impact 
on the river basin will be 20 to 30 years from now. 
 
  
Para G, 4,p.17, "Shoreline Management" 
  
The Vegetation Management plan allows for the construction of piers/docks in sensitive 
vegetated areas. Given that such sensitive vegetated areas make up 4% or less of the lake's 
shoreline, these critical areas should be protected, not exploited.  The further degradation of 
already scarce habitat serves no public good and could lead to the destruction of all such habitat 
on Lake Glenville.  Furthermore, the permitting of docks/piers in these scarce and sensitive areas 
establishes a terrible precedent for allowing docks/piers in such critical areas on other Duke 
impoundments.  The degradation or loss of such scarce and critical habitat will have an adverse 
impact on all associated wildlife.  
  
The overall Shoreline Management Plan does not adequately protect the lakeshore from erosion 
and lakeside property runoff.  It does not prohibit mowing down to the water's edge or establish 
sufficient buffers. 
  
 
 Bill Kane, President 
 North Carolina Wildlife Federation   
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Resource Enhancement Initiatives – Tuckaseigee River.  Trout Unlimited voted a 4b on this 
issue. 
 
 
During the last two meetings Stakeholders brought numerous proposals requesting mitigation for 
problems that appeared to be unresolved during this relicensing.  DPNA dismissed those 
proposals out of hand. 
 
Trout Unlimited is concerned that many of these proposals addressed potential problems 
particularly to the mainstem of the Tuckaseigee River.  Some of these issues are outlined below. 
 
Power generation continues to be a stressor on the aquatic habitat of the rivers.  During any given 
day, when no generation takes place, flows in the Tuckaseigee River are reduced to only that 
contributed by its smaller tributaries, leading to several primary impairments: a portion of the 
stream channel is uncovered causing a reduction in macroinvertebrate and other aquatic habitats 
(both the Nanty and Tuck) and the water in the channel warms during summer months.  At peak 
generation the stream channel is re-watered.  The higher flows cause an increase in water 
velocity, a scouring of the stream channel, and a reduction in water temperatures. Temperature 
fluctuations and stage changes are most prominent in the Tuck during the warmest months when 
tributary inflow is lowest.  These factors produce a situation where macroinvertebrates have a 
smaller area in which to develop, affecting primary food supplies, and where key sediment is 
removed from potential spawning sites: both of which may result in the generation of smaller 
fish (Nanty and Tuck) and lack of native trout reproduction in the Tuck. Further, during peak 
generation the higher water velocity may increase bank erosion downstream.  Several of these 
issues have not been addressed in any technical study.  
 
Finally, habitat will remain degraded in bypassed reaches below Nantahala, Bear Creek, Cedar 
Cliff, Tanasee, and Glenville Reservoirs.  Are the habitat gains obtained by the decommissioning 
of Dillsboro Dam and the purchase of Conservation Lands adequate to offset the habitat losses in 
the bypassed reaches? 
 
If DPNA cannot reduce or eliminate these impairments, then DPNA should be required to 
mitigate for the loss of stream habitat by contribution to the Resource Enhancement Fund. 
 
Duke will likely be awarded a 30-40 year license and they have agreed to only provide resource 
enhancement funds for the first 15 years of the license.    Who will address issues listed above 
and others not yet identified during the last half to two-thirds of the project period?  The money 
Duke contributes to the Resource Enhancement Initiative is not very generous in amount and 
cannot be carried beyond the 15 year time limit. 
 
 
 
Comment on the document titled “Classifications and Land Use Restrictions For the 
Nantahala Area”. This document is part of the Shoreline Management Guidelines (SMG) 
item G. in the Consensus Agreement. Trout Unlimited voted a 4b on this issue. 
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DPNA has completed a habitat assessment along the shorelines of its reservoirs. One habitat type 
“Vegetated Areas/Coves with Stream Confluence” comprises less than 2% of the shoreline area 
yet contains sensitive habitat including jurisdictional wetlands.  Although the Land Use 
Restrictions say – No piers, clearing, excavation, or shoreline stabilization may occur an 
exception is allowed in a section entitled –Appeals for Piers/Docks Having No Practical 
Alternatives. 
 
Trout Unlimited cannot support any exemption for the destruction of a critically important 
habitat.  This relicensing process should be about repairing adverse effects of fluctuating water  
levels rather than seeking additional habitat loss by permitting construction in sensitive areas. 
 
Further, the document above also states that DPNA will provide security at the headwater lakes 
on the Tuckasegee.  That they not done that and should be required to do so. 
 
 
Steven P. Yurkovich 
 
For  
 
Trout Unlimited 
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Dissention (#5)  Comments by the Town of Webster 
on the Final Consensus Agreement 

of the  
Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team 

for the relicensing of Duke Power  
 

 

PART   I 

Section A 

 

( Narrow population served ) 

One of several shortcomings of the Consensus Agreement, and indeed the Stakeholder process,  

is that the recreation need it addresses serve only a small portion of the population. Item after 

item of recreation concerns deal with the lakes.  Considering that the median family income of 

residents of Jackson County is  $40,000, few of these are the people that own lakefront property 

and/or boats. The consensus agreement does not adequately address the recreational needs of the 

general public or greater population of the county. 

 

The Town of Webster is the first incorporated town that the river passes through below the dams. 

The river is an important aspect of the town and fills needs of those living in the town and 

surrounding area.  The Tuckasegee River could be more accessible to a greater number of the 

county’s residents, as the river does run through that portion of the county that is most densely 

populated. Walking trails and respite opportunities could be available to the thousands of 

residents that do not own a boat or fishing pole. However,  there was relatively little time or 

emphasis addressing this issue in the Stakeholder process or in this document. 

 

Greenways, with trails along the Tuckasegee River have been discussed countywide as an 

important resource that would serve a large number of the counties residents.   DPNA’s single 

contribution of $350,000  (Item 11) , perhaps to greenways, would be made in the first 15 years 

of the license period. 

 

The amount the DPNA proposes, vague in its use,  is by no means adequate and is not 

commensurate with the profits that Duke Power receives from using the county’s resources.. 
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This contribution and others ( Section F ) throughout the Consensus Agreement fail to address 

future needs that will occur 20 and 30 years into the license period.  

 

( Resource Protection and Enhancement  Fund ) 

During the Stakeholder process, several members suggested that DPNA put money into a 

Resource Protection and Enhancement  Fund established to address these and other future needs 

as well as needs not dealt with in the consensus agreement.  Such a fund should be established, 

but it is not part of the agreement.  Repeatedly, Duke indicated that they could not afford such an 

expenditure.  Though they refused to disclose to the Stakeholders the profit that is realized from 

the Tuckasegee Hydro, they made it clear that further costs resulting from these negotiations 

could result in rate hikes for the residents of the area.  

 

 

Section F,  #1 , #2 

( Dillsboro Dam Removal ) 

The removal of the dam in Dillsboro was used as mitigation for much within this agreement.   

Webster believes that the compensation to the Town of Dillsboro is not commensurate with their 

loss.  The dam has historic significance, having produced power longer than most dams 

anywhere around.  It also is a landmark in this small town whose only industry is tourism.  It has 

tangible and intangible benefits to the town.   

 

The monetary and support contributions to the Town of Dillsboro are exceedingly low in light of 

what the town will be loosing. If the dam is removed, more could and should be done in the way 

of  enhancement and restoration of the river bed and banks above and below the present dam site.   

 

The town needs more than the token staff help with their STEP initiative.  Their proposed 

community center, situated along Scott’s Creek that feeds into the Tuckasegee, could be 

connected to the river via a Greenways trail leading to the river.  DPNA should make a 

significant contribution to this as well as to development of the site for the center.  The stated 

amount of $50,000 to be spent as Duke chooses is not enough.    
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Duke needs to show genuine “good faith” in its level of restitution for the use of our natural 

resources for its own profit.  
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Dave Sligh 
American Rivers 
  
  
Comments Related to the Latest Duke draft consensus agreement From American Rivers 
  
First, I should explain that I have been on sick leave in several large blocks of time during the 
last three months and some before that.  Obviously, I haven't been present at stakeholder 
meetings or active in the discussions with all the stakeholders, however my American Rivers 
colleagues have been in fairly frequent contact with some of the citizens and NGOs involved in 
this case, with whom we have common interests and concerns for the Duke relicensings.  I am 
not sure whether I am still officially considered to be a member of the stakeholder teams as a 
primary representative, since I've been absent so long, but I would like to stay on that list, if 
other members of the teams consent. 
  
I have viewed many of the comments that have been submitted by parties such as the Western 
NC Alliance, Trout Unlimited, American Whitewater, and NC Wildlife Federation and I concur 
with many of the recommendations for necessary consensus points that they have raised.  
Whether as a formal stakeholder team member or not, I will continue to advocate for these issues 
in both FERC and NC proceedings and hope they can be adequately addressed in a consensus 
agreement.  
  
I do not raise any issues or offer any recommendations here that I haven't previously commented 
on. 
  
Bypass Flows - It should come as no surprise to anyone that I cannot agree to Duke's failure to 
provide at least minimal year-round flows to any bypass reach in the system, including the 
stretch below Lake Glenville.  I must recommend that the language in any consensus agreement 
include Duke's commitment to provide necessary flows to this and all other bypassed stream 
segments.  I am unwilling, without further consultation with allies which I will pursue as quickly 
as possible, to suggest any specific flow numbers.  The flows provided throughout the year to the 
West Fork should contain some variability and provide habitat and processes needed to maintain 
at least some representative and sustained population of native species and to provide refuge and 
other biological benefits.  It also must provide for aesthetic and recreational uses of this stream 
segment.  As with many stream reaches that have been severely altered for long periods of time, 
the degree to which these functions can be restored are subject to limitations and uncertainty.  I 
do not presume to suggest that optimum conditions can be easily or predictably restored, with 
conditions and resources as they stand today.  However, failure to restore this stream section to a 
state of basic biological, physical, and chemical integrity is simply not a legally supported option 
and is not one with which I could ever agree.  There can be considerable room, however, 
between flows minimally required and flows that citizens could use and enjoy in this stream, 
were Duke Power not granted permission to use it for power generation.  
  
Mitigation Funds - I believe, the degree to which continued impairment of this stream reach and 
of the entire watershed may continue in certain forms, including disrupted flows, barriers to 
animal and materials migration, and other impacts can and should be determined on a whole-
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system basis.  While I will not assent to "writing off" any stream segment for its basic uses and 
values, I do think that the ecological and human benefits that can accrue from riparian 
protections, greenways development, dam removal (as proposed by Duke at Dillsboro), and a 
range of other activities and funding Duke could provide may be acceptable mitigation on a 
watershed scale that could allow these hydropower licenses to be issued.  I stress that the amount 
of other mitigation efforts by Duke must, in some way, be calibrated to the negative impacts this 
generation system has and will continue to have on this watershed and its citizens.  The size of a 
mitigation fund and related efforts by Duke for overall mitigation must be set, based at least in 
part, on the magnitude of habitat impaired (in stream miles, acres, etc.) and on the degree of 
variation from conditions that would support natural biodiversity, system integrity, and self-
sustaining processes and populations (degree of variance from a "natural flow regime", changes 
in stream temperature patterns, etc.).  
  
I fully realize that Duke will have some limit on the amount of resources they are willing to 
devote to these projects, of their own volition.  However, in whatever forum necessary, I feel 
obligated to continue to state that continuing costs to these natural systems and their human users 
are high and can only be continued for the generations to come if properly balanced by some 
other measures.  I hope that a balance between the degree of necessary restoration and mitigation 
can be reached in the stakeholder consensus process and I will continue to cooperate toward that 
goal. 
  
I believe others have already made most other points I would offer, so I'll stop here. 
  
Thank you for considering these ideas. 
  
Dave Sligh 
American Rivers    
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WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA ALLIANCE 
 
OBJECTIONS TO DUKE POWER NANTAHALA ARFA 
 
TCST CONSENSUS AGREEMENT 
 
 
 

A. Recreation Facilities: Reservoirs 
 

1. Wolf Lake-  Pg. 1  (b) and (c) 
2. Tanassee Lake-  Pg. 1  (a) and (b) 
3. Bear Lake-          Pg. 1 (a) and (b) 
4. Lake Glenville-   Pg. 2  (a) and (b) 
5. Tuckesegee Lake  Pg. 2  (a) 
6. Cedar Cliff Lake   Pg. 2  (a) 
7. Dillsboro Pond   [see comments on Section F] 
8. Main Stem of Tuckesegee River  (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h). 

            11. Pg. 4-  (a) and (c) 
              Section K, Pg. 18- #’s 1 and 2 

 
Revised Shoreline Management Guidelines (SMG)-  Pg. 1, Item 4 in Statement of 
Purpose. 

 
     DPNA states that one purpose of its Shoreline Management Guidelines is to provide 
recreational benefits to the “general public.” We note that all the recreational access and facilities 
are focused on boating and fishing interests: “boat-accessible-only [access to] primitive, 
scattered camping sites” on Bear and Wolf Lakes; a “tote and float” boating access area on 
Tanassee Lake; upgrading of existing boat ramps; and fishing trails to land based bank fishing 
areas on Lake Glenville and Tuckesegee Lake. Access to the Glenville Bypass is primarily for 
the use of whitewater recreation for a total of seven (7) days @ year (six hours @ day =’s 42 hrs. 
@ year).  
 
     All of the proposed Tuckesegee River (Main Stem) facilities are public boat launches with 
graveled parking areas (except a canoe access at Cullowhee Dam). Four (4) of the seven (7) 
facilities as well as the Glenville Bypass access are contingent on whether “suitable agreements 
can be reached with property owners.” Two (2) others are contingent on agreements with 
Jackson County, currently a non-signer to this consensus Agreement.  
 
     The recreational focus of the Tuckesegee River Stakeholders (and Recreational Technical 
Team) does not comprehensively serve the general public, nor does this Agreement meet the 
regulations and laws required in a relicensing process. 18 CFR2.7 expects the licensee (DPNA) 
“... To acquire in fee and include within the project boundary enough land to assure optimum 
development of the recreational resources afforded by the project.” It also states that “reasonable 
expenditures for public recreational development pursuant to an approved plan including the 
purchase of land, will be included as part of the project cost.” 18CFR 4.38 requires applicants to 
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identify all comprehensive plans and compare for compliance. Section 4(e) of the Federal Power 
Act requires mitigation of damage and enhancement of...recreational opportunities, and gives 
FERC the authority to include conditions in the license to set aside lands for recreation.  
 
     The recreational enhancements in the proposed consensus Agreement do not assure “optimum 
development of recreational resources” in the Tuckesegee River watershed. Current general 
public access to all of the DPNA  reservoirs in Jackson County amounts to less than 1500 
persons per day. There is a total of 190 parking places at all the lake access boat ramps including 
the “Public Marina” on Lake Glenville, and 43 campsites (accessible by foot traffic) at Andrews 
Park, owned by Jackson Co. This one foot-accessible, public campground (amidst six reservoirs) 
supports no more than 250 persons per day. These figures represent that no more than 3.6% of all 
of Jackson County’s population (35,000) has access to the current recreational opportunities 
afforded by DPNA’s projects, and that usage is primarily dependent on boat usage or ownership.  
 
     Hiking and birding are low cost, low impact activities that are available to almost 100% of the 
general population, and requires almost no special gear. These activities were never seriously 
considered by the Recreational Technical Team, which assumed that current hiking trails are 
adequate, however distant these trails are from homeowners. We note there are no hiking trails 
on any of DPNA’s approximate 100 miles of shoreline in Jackson and Macon Counties. Most 
foot based traffic (and access) to “shoreline” is restricted by private property. DPNA’s proposed 
$350,000 contribution towards Greenway facilities on the main stem of the Tuckesegee River 
and the Andrews Park Master Plan (over the duration of a 30-40 year license) is inadequate.  
 
     If the creation of hiking trails within project boundaries is unsuitable to DPNA and adjacent 
property owners, we would offer that DPNA purchase property with long lake frontage and 
established aquatic vegetation and an area suitable for an improved swimming area on each of 
the larger lakes at Glenville, Bear, Nantahala, and Cedar Cliffs. On the smaller lakes we 
recommend trails that provide both hiking and bank fishing. 
 
     The proposed enhancements do not begin to address the future growth patterns of the 
Tuckesegee watershed. Jackson Co. is projected to reach a population of 50,000 by 2040. Any 
future cost sharing benefits from DPNA “partnerships” towards recreational development, or any 
future requests for public recreation facilities (after the first 15 years of the new FERC license) 
are restricted to TCST members. This essentially means that non-signers to this Agreement no 
longer have a “voice” in future planning. This attempt to pressure “non-signers” into agreement 
is unacceptable. 
 
     We believe that a recreational plan that allows for less than 4% access for the general public 
to DPNA projects is far below the desirable threshold for usage. This is  also far below the 
readily attainable threshold that is consistent with preservation of the environment and 
hydroelectric generation.  
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9. Wildlife Viewing Platforms on Reservoirs: Pg. 3 - paragraphs (a) and (b). 
 
 
10. Public Swimming Area: Pgs. 3-4- paragraphs (a) and (b) 
 
 
11. Other Recreation Planning & Facilities Improvements: Pg. 4- paragraphs (a), (b), and (c). 
 
Pg. 18- Section K on Sharing the Benefits: K1-2a 
 
Pg. 21-22- #3  Future Public Recreation Facilities: 3 (a)- (e). 
 
 
 
     It is noteworthy that items 9, 10, and 11  were briefly discussed in the closing hours of the 
Tuckesegee River Stakeholders meetings, and were never addressed by the “official” 
Recreational Technical Team during the 2.5 years of stakeholder meetings.  It strikes us as a last 
minute attempt by DPNA to create the illusion of a balanced approach for providing recreational 
opportunities to the general public other than special interest groups- boaters and anglers. 
 
     DPNA sets 8/1/03 as a deadline date for providing a summary (based on input from NCWRC, 
the USFS, and NC Division of Water Resources) for the most feasible location, a construction 
estimate, operational costs, and the “entity that would maintain the public swimming area.” Such 
a site should also meet “accepted design standards.” We contend that the time frame allowed to 
the above mentioned agencies for developing such a concept is unrealistic and arbitrary, and that 
one public swimming area for the entire upper Tuckasegee watershed (including six reservoirs) 
will be inadequate for the growing population of Jackson County. This population is currently 
35,000 and is projected to reach 70,000 by 2040. We also note that Jackson Co. has been 
excluded from this evaluation process.  [please refer to our other comments on the current lack of 
public access on DPNA’s reservoirs]. 
 
      In the event that DPNA fails to find a suitable site on DPNA-owned land (or on properties 
owned by the USFS or Jackson Co.)  we would propose that reasonable mitigation include 
property owned directly or indirectly by Duke Energy or any of its divisions, subsidiaries, or 
affiliates. If this is not possible we ask Duke to be in compliance with the FERC Code of Federal 
Regulations, specifically 18CFR 2.7 which states a licensee make “reasonable expenditures for 
public recreational development pursuant to an approved plan including the purchase of land, 
will be included as part of the project cost.”  
 
     We are also skeptical re: DPNA’s attempt by 8/1/03 to “evaluate wildlife viewing 
opportunities” on the East and West Fork project reservoirs- especially in light of DPNA’s 
shoreline management policies that have allowed approximately 50% of the Lake Glenville 
shoreline (28 miles) to be denuded of riparian habitat with no attempt at restoration. Only 4% of 
shoreline has remained in aquatic, vegetative cover. Wildlife viewing opportunities are seriously 
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diminished if there is not a suitable habitat corridor for wildlife to use. Locating a viewing 
platform next to a public boat launch (e.g. “ public recreation areas adjoining the reservoirs”) 
with its inherent noise pollution and traffic does not afford a pleasurable viewing experience. 
Nor does Andrews Park provide a suitable wildlife corridor for viewing. 
 
     We are pleased that DPNA has included Jackson Co. Greenway facilities and the Andrews 
Park Master Plan as recreational planning  priorities, allocating $350,000 for such initiatives. 
This sum however is inadequate when stretched over the 30-40 year duration of the license. A 
viable greenway trail system (as envisioned in the Jackson Co. Greenway Master Plan) is much 
more than river parking and access facilities. There is no “system” without walking trails that 
link the access points.  
 
     In summary we are concerned by the equivocations and conditions expressed in this 
“agreement,” including the vagaries of DPNA sharing the benefits of “any cost sharing funding it 
receives” from other future partnerships. Any available additional funds for recreational planning 
and facilities are predicated on Jackson Co. and other  stakeholder team members being “parties 
to any future settlement agreement.”  
 
     There are simply no mechanisms or guarantees in this agreement whereby non-signing 
stakeholders can participate in identifying future needs (after the first 15 years) for public 
recreational facilities. 
 
     DPNA’s “good faith” statements to budget funds for such enhancements, provided 
“substantial cost-share funds are made available from other sources” is an obvious ploy to avoid 
part or all of the requirements of FERC rules and Federal Law for license holders to provide 
recreation for the general public. These rules and laws are the defining parameters for the scope 
of a licensee’s responsibilities. 
 
     Throughout the TCST process DPNA has contended that it has only two million dollars to 
apply towards mitigation- as though the company is on the verge of bankruptcy. It has even 
invoked the threat of rate increases at a public, Jackson Co. meeting if mitigation goes beyond 
this sum. The DPNA FERC generation and revenue filings for the year 2000 indicate that DPNA 
could readily spend that amount in any given year, and could readily provide greater mitigation 
(throughout the life of the license) without affecting the “health” of the utility. 
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D. Pg. 3 BY-PASS FLOWS 
 
DPNA failed to show that there would be a functioning biological system in the west fork by-
pass of the Tuckaseegee without addition of some flow.  The technical leadership team indicated 
that without additional flow there could not exist a functioning system. We can not accept a river 
bed that does not have a functioning biological system as a suitable offset to higher maintained 
lake levels. 
The study model that was used is thirty years old and even though it mayor may not still be 
accurate it did indicate that an augmented flow of about ten (10) cfs would lead to a more viable 
biological system. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
.2. Pg. 13 DILLSBORO DAM REMOVAL. 
 
Having originated as a fish passage issue this item has grown far beyond it’s value biologically, 
environmentally, historically, aesthetically or in any other manner save as feathers in the caps of 
some technical leadership team members and possibly the worlds second worst barter, the barter 
for the New York islands being the worst.  
However DPNA if successful in accomplishing this trade will have come out almost as well as 
the Dutch did in New York. 
 
The dam and pool are volumetrically nowhere near equal to bypass areas that DPNA wishes to 
leave almost dry nor are they necessarily as significant as to habitat and or spawning significance 
for major species. 
 
We have serious concern over the silt accumulation behind this dam and the probability that it 
could release and flow down stream in such a significant mass or masses as to do irreparable 
environmental damage. DPNA has not indicated in any way an intention to remove the upstream 
sediment before removing the dam. 
 
This dam removal is also supposed to compensate for the lack of fish passage at all other DPNA 
dams which is ludicrous on its surface and wholly unacceptable as a policy effecting the viability 
of this river system. 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F. 5. AND 6. Pg. 16 
 
 
DPNA is required under FERC rules and federal law to protect riparian habitat and water quality 
above and below its projects. 
We believe that DPNA should provide funds for the acquisition of thirty five feet wide 
easements for the protection or restoration of native habitat along the streams below and above 
its projects and to reestablish native vegetation within the project boundaries where it is absent. 
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The amount of funds that DPNA has volunteered toward this end is likely inadequate if they 
were dealing with only one county but is woefully so when spread over five counties. However, 
we feel it would be acceptable if DPNA acquire these riparian conservation easements for a less 
sum of money. 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
G. Pg. 17 
 
Our objections to the shoreline management guidelines are dealt with in a separate statement. 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In general DPNA through this document requires both governmental agencies and non 
governmental agencies to give up their rights to review future changes or to ask for reopening of 
this license application review. We do not believe that it would be legal for governmental 
agencies to do nor wise for non governmental agencies to do so. 
 
 
 
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 
 
G. Pg.17 
 
Our objections to this document are based on three concepts. 
1. All of duke’s Tuckaseegee projects are within the Jackson County designated watershed area, 

except for Dillsboro pond. 
2. Approximately one half of the project boundary shoreline for Lake Glenville has had the 

native terrestrial/riparian vegetation removed and ninety-six percent of the shoreline has no 
aquatic vegetation of sufficient integrity to represent a functioning biologic unit. 

3. The restriction of general public access to and use of the recreational opportunities afforded 
by the projects. 

 
The North Carolina state general statue governing watersheds and the Jackson County watershed 
ordinance require a thirty five feet wide barrier of native vegetation along all watercourses within 
a designated watershed. Duke energy/duke power and its antecedents have allowed removal of 
native vegetation within the project boundary at the whim of adjoining land owners and the 
establishment of turf grasses. Turf grasses are effective to a significant degree for reducing the 
movement of sediment but have almost no value for reducing the movement of toxins or 
nutrients. Turf grasses also have no significant value as wildlife habitat. 
 
The removal of native vegetation has led to increased erosion of the shoreline leading to a greater 
use of artificial shoreline stabilization and less and less aquatic vegetation. The SMG document 
in no way seeks to increase the existence of or viability of aquatic vegetation thereby leaving this 
impoundment very nearly sterile. 
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The SMG document fails to define or delineate a suitable viewshed that would allow viewing of 
the lake by adjoining property owners and simultaneously maintain primary protection for the 
watershed and a viable wildlife corridor. But, instead leaves open the possibility of total removal 
of native vegetation. Thus, the SMG document further fails to adequately protect wildlife habitat 
much less to require reestablishment of it when it is clearly within DPNA’s power to do so and 
more clearly the requirement of FERC and federal law to so do.  The wording of this document 
tends toward the exclusion of the general public from all but a limited amount of the shoreline 
boundary lands in contravention of the requirements of pertinent federal law and FERC’s direct 
regulations. 
 
Thus this document has failed to meet three of the stated objectives for it.  We believe that 
DPNA should provide funds for the acquisition of thirty five feet wide easements for the 
protection or restoration of native habitat along the streams below and above its projects and to 
reestablish native vegetation within the project boundaries where it is absent.  The amount of 
funds that DPNA has volunteered toward this end is likely inadequate if they were dealing with 
only one county but is woefully so when spread over five counties. However, we feel it would be 
acceptable if DPNA acquire these riparian conservation easements for a less sum of money. 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
G. Pg. 17 
 
Our objections to the shoreline management guidelines are dealt with in a separate statement. 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In general DPNA through this document requires both governmental agencies and non 
governmental agencies to give up their rights to review future changes or to ask for reopening of 
this license application review. We do not believe that it would be legal for governmental 
agencies to do nor wise for non governmental agencies to do so. 
 
We also have serious concerns re: DPNA’s failure to establish a contingency fund for the failure 
or removal of antiquated dams throughout its system on the Tuckasegee River.
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Ken Westmoreland 
June 30, 2003 
Final Written Report 
 
Jackson County Dissents with the Latest Draft Consensus Agreement dated May 16, 2003, for 
the following reasons: 
 
Section I.A. Recreation Facilities 
 
While the  County appreciates and supports the recreation proposals in the 5/16/03 Draft 
Consensus Agreement, it is the County’s judgment that the facilities specified address 
specialized and limited recreational needs, primarily at some great travel distance from the 
population center of the County.  There is very little in the proposal to address the recreation 
needs and desires of the general population at locations better able to serve the County’s 
population centers.   Survey data of general population recreational desires are well documented 
throughout the State.  The County’s recommendation to make improvements to the Andrews 
Park Lake Glenville Recreation Facility and the construction of greenways along the Tuckasegee 
from Dillsboro to Cullowhee, we feel, better addresses those needs.  The fact that these items are 
being proposed as part of a fifty-fifty cost share basis with Duke shows the County’s 
commitment to the programs as well as providing a means to extend Duke’s dollar contribution.  
The recreational programs currently proposed in the Consensus Agreement seem more inclined 
to address the wishes of mandatory conditioning agencies and special interest groups than the 
public in general. 
 
Section F.1. Resource Enhancement Initiatives 
 
The County raises strong dissent to the limited replacement resources and enhancement 
initiatives being offered to the Town of Dillsboro in exchange for the loss of the Dillsboro Dam.  
While there may be compelling environmental interests directing removal of the dam, there also 
will likely be negative long term economic effects on the town if it is removed.  This potential 
loss should be compensated much more adequately. 
 
Section G.  Shoreline Management   
 
The County takes issue with the present draft Shoreline Management Guidelines for lakes.  The 
present draft creates numerous problems for property owners which could negatively affect 
property values.  The County objects that there are no similar stream bank protection measures 
for needed areas along the Tuckasegee and its tributaries.   
 
 
Other: 
 

A. The County takes strong objection for the failure to provide a Resource Protection and 
Enhancement Fund to address future issues, contingencies, and unaddressed problems 
and conditions.  To think that this Consensus Agreement addresses all issues and 
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problems that are likely to arise over the next thirty to forty years of a new license period 
is foolish thinking. 

 
B. The County objects to the coercion in Section K requiring unanimity by all Jackson 

County local government units to receive the outlined shared benefits.  Each jurisdiction 
has sovereign independence. Thus, legally as well as in the spirit of the Stakeholder 
process each government should be allowed to make decisions based on their own 
prospective of what is in their best interests. 
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Comments by the Watershed Association of the Tuckasegee River 
on the Final Consensus Agreement 

of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team 

 
 
Part I 
 
Section A, Items 11 a and Section F, Items 5 and 6 
 
The problem with these items - which is a recurring problem in this document - is not so much 
what is there, as what is not. These three items are Duke Power’s nod to the Resource Protection 
and Enhancement Fund (RPEF) requested by a variety of the stakeholders in the course of the 
negotiations. 
 
Altogether, these three funds contributed $600,000 to the settlement. They should have 
contributed several million. 
 
An RPEF was suggested by the Watershed Association of the Tuckasegee River (WATR) and 
other groups to meet environmental problems which were ignored or inadequately addressed in 
the final Cooperative Agreement of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholder Team (TCST) - 
such as no minimum flow allowance in just under seven miles of bypass areas, the impacts of 
rapidly fluctuating water level on streambanks and on the aquatic community, and fragmentation 
of populations by the dams, to name some of the most blatant. 
 
The RPEF was also intended to provide for people downstream of the Duke impoundments who 
definitely felt environmental effects from hydropower generation, but who are almost completely 
neglected in the TCST agreement. 
 
Our group originally submitted a proposal for a substantial RPEF, but we are content to endorse 
the proposal for $1,000,000 put forth by the Jackson County government. That proposal reads as 
follows: “The County strongly supports the establishment and financial support by DPNA of a 
RPEF to mitigate for numerous unaddressed problems/conditions, particularly in the area of 
shoreline and streambank protection measures for environmentally sensitive areas, sediment 
control, and ongoing ecological study of the Tuckasegee Watershed. It is recommended that the 
RPEF be endowed by Duke Power initially at $1,000,000 covering the Tier I time period 
(“within five years following issuance of the new licenses from the Federal Energy regulatory 
Commission for the East Fork and West Fork projects and the closure of all legal challenge 
periods” - final Consensus Agreement of the TCST, 5/16/03). It is further recommended that 
DPNA match dollar for dollar contributions to the RPEF from all other sources during the 
remaining period of the License Agreement.” (from memo to DPNA and TCST from Ken 
Westmoreland, Jackson County Manager, 5/9/03) 
 
 
Part I 
Section D 
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This section makes no mention of the fact that there are no provisions for minimum flows to 
support habitat in the Bonas Defeat bypass area on the East Fork of the Tuckasegee, the bypass 
area below the Glenville Dam on the West Fork, or below Nantahala Dam on the Nantahala 
River. 
 
This is a severe negative environmental impact that should not be allowed to occur at all. No 
mitigation can replace the loss of whole habitat areas. However, the local stakeholder groups and 
the state and federal agencies have failed to convince Duke Power to provide bypass flows for all 
the reaches. In a side agreement announced at the TCST , Duke Power agreed that mitigation for 
this extensive impact would be the removal of the Dillsboro Dam and the purchase of a piece of 
land as yet unidentified to the Stakeholders group, this land to be turned over to the US Forest 
Service. This is nowhere near an adequate restitution. 
 
As will be stated in the comments on Part I, Section F of the Consensus Agreement, the removal 
of the dam most likely will represent an actual saving of funds for Duke Power. The cost of the 
unidentified piece of land remains to be seen. The upshot is that Duke Power is investing little 
money in reparations for what is a severe environmental disruption. 
 
The failure to provide minimum flow levels for all the bypass areas as part of all the relicensing 
applications was one of the main justifications for a request by the Watershed Association of the 
Tuckasegee River (WATR) for a significant RPEF. However, as stated above, WATR is content 
to endorse the proposal for a $1,000,000 RPEF put forth by the Jackson County government. We 
feel strongly that this moderate request should be met in full. 
 
 
 
Section F, Item 1 
 
While we applaud the ecological value of removing the Dillsboro Dam, we ask Duke Power to 
recognize that this taking represents a severe economic and cultural loss to the Town of 
Dillsboro, for which there is inadequate restitution. In addition to the provisions in the TCST 
agreement, we would like to see Duke comply with the requests of the Town of Dillsboro for 
additional compensation in the form of: 

1) A $150,000 cash payment for community enhancement for improvements, such as a greenway 
along Scotts Creek or some other worthwhile project of the town’s choice  

2) Duke Power building a boat take-out on the property on the south side of the river just 
upstream of the dam, which is already offered to the town. 

3) Duke Power working with the town to develop a museum-quality display on the history of 
hydropower. 

4) Duke Power contributing a one-time payment of $50,000 to the Town of Dillsboro toward the 
development of a Western Carolina Heritage Museum. 
 
Duke Power can afford these provisions, because the cost of removing the Dillsboro Dam, in our 
opinion, will be little more - or possibly even less - than the normal costs of operation and 
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maintenance over the next 30 years. The Dillsboro Dam is just barely operating at a profit, and 
Duke knows that dredging the pond and extensive repairs to the dam itself will probably be 
required within the next 30 years. 
 
The removal of Dillsboro Dam is the centerpiece of the Duke Power’s mitigation efforts. The 
cost of removal is cited as the mitigation for major negative environmental impacts incurred by 
the upstream dams - notably, bypass areas that are left with no minimum flow levels to enable 
aquatic habitat. Yet when the expenses of dam removal are put next to the potential operating 
costs for the next 30 years, it appears that Duke will be putting little or no new money into the 
removal of the dam. In light of this, Duke Power should certainly be able to meet the Town of 
Dillsboro’s modest requests in return for the extensive mitigation credit they are claiming for the 
removal of Dillsboro Dam. 
 
 
 
Part II 
Section C, Item “2e” 
 
A representative of Duke Power was very successful in undercutting support for a RPEF by 
bluntly stating to town and county governing councils that support for additional costs could 
result in rate hikes in their constituents’ electric bills. 
 
A check with FERC and the North Carolina Public Utilities commission revealed that, while 
unlikely, this threat was entirely possible. 
 
We are sure that it is not the intent of FERC that all the costs of complying with the settlement 
agreement be immediately passed on to the ratepayers. This would make a mockery of the 
settlement process. We would have spent two years deciding how much we wanted to charge 
ourselves, so that Duke Power could continue to profit by using a resource common to our 
community! 
 
We believe that FERC requires utility companies to provide environmental protection and 
enhancement measures and mitigation payments in order to pay back to the community for the 
disruption caused by the profitable use of a valuable local resource. 
 
To this end we hope that FERC will enact a regulation forbidding utilities to request rate hikes 
based on the costs of meeting FERC’s restitution and licensing requirements. This might or 
might not have an important economic effect, but one immediate benefit would be to stop the 
intimidation of small, local government bodies by the utility. 
 
In the meantime, we want the following condition added as “Part II, Section C, Item 2e” to the 
TCST agreement (or made part of the FERC re-licensing agreement): “Duke Power agrees to 
make no petition for a rate hike to the NC Public Utilities Commission based on costs incurred 
by fulfilling the terms of the Tuckasegee Cooperative Stakeholders Team agreements or the 
relicensing requirements of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.” 
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ADDITIONAL NOTE: It was reported in the Sylva Herald that Duke might seek to extend the 
license agreement from 30 years to 40 years. WATR opposes extending the license period any 
longer than 30 years. All the agreements in the Final Consensus Agreement were based on a 30 
year time period. Thirty years is a long time to go without the additional oversight of a permit 
renewal. Forty years is entirely too long. 
 
However, if FERC were to decide that the license period should be extended by one-third to 40 
years, then the cash amounts of anything in the agreement that is being done on a one-time basis 
(such as cash payouts to the Town of Dillsboro or the budget for recreational development), 
should be increased by one-third as well. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


